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E M OT I CO N S The emotional meaning of form, shape & music



A B ST R ACT Why do we like the things we do? Why do some musical pieces make us feel sad while others make us happy, and why do they effect us emotionally at all? We have all most likely experienced that music has this direct emotional influence on us, but is it possible that art and design do too? If so, what exactly is it that control the emotional message that is being conveyed, and how do you communicate the same emotion unanimously in different media? This project investigates all this and tries to explain what the fundamental properties of works in the media of design, music and illustration actually mean to us. It then explains how one can purposefully evocate specific emotional responses by manipulating and controlling the basic elements that constitute the different media. First of all we will analyze the basic elements and principles of shapes, objects and music. We will then classify different ways of using them into different areas of emotion, based on the resulting emotional valence. We will be using a model that emotional researchers use, to establish four general areas of emotion which all human emotion can be classified into, namely strongly/mildly positive and strongly/mildly negative. Then we will go through each of the areas of emotion and look at examples that I have made of illustrations, objects and music, designed with the specific properties that we have found to evocate each one. These are examples of works that are purposefully designed to evocate a certain emotional response, corresponding to one particular area of emotion in our model. These examples can be thought of as sort of emotional icons, or “emoticons” for their corresponding areas of emotion, thus the name of the work. The goal has been to show how one can communicate specific emotions with a design in different media, and how working with this emotional model can inspire, permeate and strengthen projects.
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chapter i design and emotion



chapter i design and emotion



D E S I G N A N D E M OT I O N



Another part of the inspiration for this project came from a program i happened to watch on synaesthesia, which is a condition that scrambles the sensory information so that people who has it “sees” music and “hears” colors etc. Seeing that just got me interested in how the different media relates to one another and it made me imagine how it would be if there was a way to translate across media in a way that was universally understood. It would allow you to communicate an emotional message consistently across different media so that for example the design of the product, the logotype and the song used in the commercial would evocate the same feelings. To be able to completely control every aspect of an experience and exactly how it is perceived seems like the holy grail of design.



This work is about emotional design. It investigates the basic elements and principles of objects, shapes and music in an effort to understand their inherent emotional valence. In other words, it tries to explain which specific emotion each certain tangible property in different media communicates, and why that is. The reason why I believe it is important to understand and discuss design in terms of emotional content, is that the end result of any experience ultimately is an emotional response i.e. an emotion. We do not appreciate e.g. functionality in itself, but rather the fact that we feel more in control and better at what we are doing when we use a product that functions well. A positive emotional response is not necessarily desirable at all times however. Part of the appeal of a motorcycle for example might be that it feels dangerous. Likewise, the reason we like a particular song may be that it makes us feel sad. The point is that in the end, the success of any particular design boils down to wether or not it manages to generate the emotions you want it to, or that the target audience itself wants to get out of using, looking or listening to the creation. That the emotional message is dictated by the actual properties of the work is something that not very many designers seem to think about, and much less incorporate into the design process. Instead, designers today tend to think about the valence of the specific properties of the products they design solely in the context of fashion, trends and other reference products, failing to acknowledge that the properties are emotionally charged in themselves. Common practice when trying to design something to have a specific expression i.e. to communicate a specific feeling, is mood boarding. Mood boarding is of course when you base a design on a compilation of products that you believe to be similar in some way to what you are trying to do. The mood board may contain products that perform a similar function to that which you are designing, or products that you believe are designed for the same target group that you are aiming for. The problem with mood boarding is not only that it inevitably leads to derivative designs but more so that it is impossible to validate if your choice of inspiration is correct without having analyzed and understood the properties of its contents. It is a completely subjective tool and more often than not it appears to me that mood boards tend to be lists of products that the designer just happens to like personally, for whatever reason. In my opinion moodboarding is just a way to eliminate the need for the designer to have to reflect on a deeper level on what might be the appropriate design choices. Part of the purpose of this work is to present an alternative to such cheap tricks.



Of course it turns out that the effects of synaesthesia is in fact completely individual, but in a sense this project tries to fulfill that fantasy. The aim is to find a way to analyze the feelings evocated by a work in one media and to see which properties in another media that communicates the same feelings, in a way translating emotional content across media. Naturally in the end, despite perhaps coming across as somewhat grand, it all amounts to well known, and mostly utterly banal conclusions. This might be the reason why they do not seem to be ascribed any importance, but I recon the simpler the explanation the more truth there is to it. There are of course cultural factors, fashion, trends etc. that also influence how we perceive a product or song e.g. and I am not disputing their importance in this work. I am merely saying that they do not account for everything and that there are some preferences that are genetic, and will always play a part in how we perceive the world. In this work I have tried to explain what those properties are and how they can be utilized in different ways to make original creations with specific emotional valence, in any of the three different media of music, shapes and objects.
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chapter i purpose & limitation



B AC KG RO U N D



PURPOSE



I did this project because I wanted to have a basis for my future work. I wanted a way of being able to explain and motivate the decisions you make when designing something. At one point I had a design internship at a major cell phone manufacturer. There it was excruciatingly obvious that between the countless documents on customer profiling, color trends and tech specifications, no one thought about the emotional aspect of the products. The same pictures were on the mood board as inspiration for each new phone and it was pretty obvious that the designers just took pictures of products they themselves thought looked good, not thinking about what those products communicated and if that would appeal to the customer. Despite the volumes of fluffy target grouping studies, they did not discuss which actual tangible properties of the design that would evocate the emotional responses that the target customer of a particular project wanted to get out of the product. Likewise, in school, neither me nor my class mates could ever comprehensively explain why we had made something to look the way it did. It is not that we did not realize that different forms in themselves “meant” different things, we just did not think about design in that way. Everything had to do with fashion, trends, and references to other works, never the actual forms and shapes themselves. This “copy/paste” mentality during school and my internship just frustrated me and were one of the main reasons why I wanted to do this project. Furthermore I have, to be honest, also always been interested in music and illustration and I was looking for a way to incorporate it into my education. That is partly the reason, besides comparison in between media making the project even more interesting, why I decided to incorporate music and two dimensional artwork into the project.



The purpose of this work is to try to explain which emotional responses the different ways of using the properties of music, art and objects evocates and find out if there are logical and tangible explanations to why that is. By doing this I also wanted to try and shatter the notion that it is solely fashion and trends that determine our preferences and show that the inherent valance of different properties also play a major role.



P RO B L E M D I S CU S S I O N The original problem that inspired this work is simply how to objectively determine that one design choice is better than another? On what basis can you say that something is the right design? As I expressed in the introduction I believe that a good measure of the success of a particular design is wether or not it manages to generate the emotional response you aimed for, or that the audience itself seek. If you know which feelings you want the experience of the work to communicate then the better design is the one which most accurately evocates that emotional response. To be able to evaluate if a design did that I needed to tackle the problem of trying to analyze and classify how all the different ways of using the elements of different media is perceived. Then came the problem of explaining how to convert that abstract list into actual works, which i tried to do by creating examples for the different emotional areas.



L I M I TAT I O N There are quite a lot of things that I have purposefully excluded from this work. First off, even though I have tried to be as general as possible I have had to exclude things on a cultural basis. In some cases, such as the color section e.g., the sometimes completely different meanings of colors in eastern culture have been excluded. Furthermore, the work does not deal with fashion and trends which admittedly can override our natural responses in some cases, despite having argued that they alone do not account for our preferences in general. Also it does not take into account all the complex concepts that are possible in e.g. a song or a painting, which sometimes can make a property that in itself communicates one thing, mean something completely different in that specific context. All the example works are also limited by what I have been capable of creating, obviously I do not e.g. have access to live instruments or professional musicians etc. which of course limits what is possible to do.
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DISPOSITION In trodu ct ion Here the concept of emotional design is introduced and discussed in general. The background to why I wanted to do this project and the approach to the original problem is explained along with the purpose and limitation of the work. M ethod olo gy The research approach chosen for the work will be declared in this chapter along with the primary models used and the research strategy taken. T he or et ica l di s cu s sion In this chapter the individual building blocks of shapes, objects and music and the principles for implementing them is described and their emotional valence discussed and mapped to the four areas of emotions in our model. Ca s e st udy This chapter goes through each of the areas of emotion and presents examples that I have made of illustrations, objects and music, designed with the specific properties that we have found to evocate each one. A na lysi s In this chapter the findings and theories in this work will be analyzed and questioned and the credibility of the research will also be discussed. Conclu sion In this chapter we will look at any general conclusions that can be made from this work, along with suggestions for further research. All specific conclusions are presented in the theoretical discussion. Di scu s sion In this chapter we will have a general discussion about the various aspects of the project. R e f e r e nce s In this chapter is a list of all sources used in the project, web pages, literature, articles, research papers and other reference material.
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chapter ii research approach, strategy & model



chapter ii research model



R E S E A RC H A P P RO AC H



does not hold any valance. The same objections apply to the use of the word “Boredom” which also implies negative valence when all it signifies is a low level of arousal. Furthermore, valance in the original model ranges between pleasant and unpleasant but for the sake of trying to remain absolutely objective I am using the more neutral terminology of simply positive and negative valance. The four areas of emotion established by this simple model is what I have tried to evaluate and classify the properties of different media into to try and understand how specific emotional responses can be evocated by works in each media.



I have used a qualitative research approach in this work with an emphasis on understanding. The focus has been on my own point of view, allowing subjective interpretations while keeping a rational frame of mind. Many observations and experiments has been performed by myself, which leads to a closeness of the information gathered. The work has been very process oriented and so the purpose has been to deepen my own knowledge as much as it has been about presenting results.



high



(Intensity)



R E A S E A RC H ST R AT EG Y I have done a lot of research as well as many experiments during the course of this project. Some of the main areas I looked into was studies on human emotion, shape/gestalt theory, music theory and scales, film music scoring etc. From the beginning I knew that creating the musical pieces would be the greatest challenge for me. Therefore I had many discussions with a good friend who is a brilliant jazz pianist, and I also just listened to a lot of different music to familiarize myself with the qualities that others used to express certain emotions. About four months of intense research into all the aspects of the different media and emotions in general gave me a lot of ideas that had to be tested and evaluated and so I made countless experiments before beginning to write the paper or starting with any of the example works. The pieces I then created to exemplify each area of emotion are basically extensive case studies on how to express a certain emotion in a specific media.



R E S E A RC H M O D E L A crude but effective way of describing the nature of all human emotion and the relationship between them is to chart them in two dimensions, namely valance and arousal. All emotions can be described in this model by being classified as highly/mildly arousing and positively/ negatively charged. This simple model used by emotion researchers is the main methodological tool used in this thesis work. While the core model is used in unaltered form, the actual labels are changed to better correspond to how I am working and thinking about it. Emotion researchers label the opposites in the arousal spectrum as “Anxiety” vs. “Boredom”. In my model they are simply renamed “High Intensity” and “Low Intensity” because both “Anxiety” and “Boredom” are words that to me holds inherent valance. “Anxiety” feels like a negative and unpleasant word to use for describing a high level of arousal that in itself



negative



positive



(Valence)



(Valence)



low



(Intensity)



Va l ence (posi ti ve/n egati ve) Valance is psychological, it is the meaning we give to our experiences, not something inherent in them. Feelings and emotions are results of internal representations of external objects, i.e. our feelings towards an object might change even though the object has stayed the same. Even though emotions may be mixed and certainly problematic to quantify; the median of all emotions is ultimately somewhere in the spectrum between good and bad. A rous a l /In tensi t y (high/l ow) Arousal is a physical state and anxiety/boredom is linked to the physical states of being awake/sleeping. It is your body's stored capacity, a measure of how strong you are able to react to something at a given moment. Even though it is a physical state, it is generated by our psychological responses to experiences. Arousal is closely related to anxiety, attention, agitation, stress and motivation. Too little arousal makes you inert while too much has an extremely focusing affect.[1]



1  Van Gorp.T. (2006). Value, Arousal and Emotional Expressions.
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chapter iii elements & principles



chapter iii elements of shape



ELEMENTS & PRINCIPLES



U til i z ation Points can evocate strong feelings. They do not have any properties to manipulate so their valence is entirely dependent on principles- visual balance, proportion etc. Their use is being the simplest- and therefore sometimes the strongest, way of expressing these principles.



In order to manipulate and control the emotive qualities of a work to a purpose, we first need to know of and understand the fundamental elements that make up the medium, and the principles we can use to work with these elements. We also need to discern what emotions the different ways of using the elements and principles available to us generates in our audience. Elements are the basic components used as part of any composition in any medium. They are the things that we can arrange, such as lines, volumes and notes- the parts which constitute the whole. Principles such as emphasis, balance and harmony are both created by, and means of creating, structuring and controlling the parts. In this chapter the individual building blocks of shapes, objects and music and the principles for implementing them will be described. Their emotional valence will be discussed and classified into the four areas of emotions in our model.



ELEMENTS OF SHAPE



P oin t A point is the minimum unit of visual communication.[1] It is not a specific shape but rather a name for the scale at which we perceive any shape as just a point. When something becomes a point it has a precise location but no extension.[2] Since something becomes a point only at a scale when we cannot perceive any characteristics in the shape anymore it is not possible to manipulate points to hold different emotional values in themselves. In relation to space however e.g. on a piece of paper, a point is an extremely powerful and versatile emotional symbol just because of its simplicity. Our brains unwillingly seek some kind of meaning, relationship or order for points.[3] We distinguish between points and textures where the points become so small, or close together, that they are not perceived individually anymore. We also distinguish between points and shapes where the points become so large that we can clearly see its contours. 1  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. 2  McClurg-Genevese. J.D. (2005). The Elements of Design. 3  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Use sparsely so as to not distract from focal points. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Use sparsely so as to not distract from focal points. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Detailed compositions slow down the movement of the eye through it and a moderate use of points can help achieve this. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Can be used excessively to create a myriad of quasi focal points that confuse the composition.



L in e Lines can be actual or implied. An actual line has width, length and direction. It can be a separate object or formed between meeting or intersecting surfaces. An implied line does not physically exist but is suggested by the organization of other elements.[4] Lines are arguably the most useful element available to any composition and can be used to create shape and perspective as well as a sense of value, density, texture and patterns.[5] u til i z ation We are exceptionally sensitive to the qualities of lines. They are extremely versatile and can communicate any emotions through their direction, weight and line quality alone.[6] 4  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. 5  McClurg-Genevese. J.D. (2005). The Elements of Design. 6  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.
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chapter iii elements of shape



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) We see a diagonally positioned object in relation to gravity as either moving or about to move. Therefore dominating usage of diagonal lines evocate a sense of movement, direction, speed and activity which we can use to communicate this emotional state. We can use a smooth and clean line quality to further enhance the feeling of fluid movement. Implied lines can be used since actual lines become additional objects that may compete with the visual power of the objects they describe.[7]



ing naturalistic compositions that resemble how we normally see the world, and of course objects in the real world do not have actual outlines. Therefore we will be using implied lines to evocate this emotional state.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) We perceive vertical lines as majestic, overpowering and grand. It is because we see vertical lines as having the power to defy and oppose gravity that they evocate this sense of fearful respect in us. Diagonal lines which evocates a sense of speed and activity can also be used because of their ability to make the composition more dynamic, energetic and ultimately powerful. We can also use sharp angled lines. Their dramatic changes in direction and the resulting pointed edges communicate explosive energy and violent movement, perhaps because they suggest collisions. Thus dominating vertical and diagonal lines, as well as sharp angled lines are suitable for evocating this emotional state. Since an emphasis on actual lines instead of the shapes that they create better retain the speed and direction of a composition we can use heavy actual lines and clear line quality to support them as the most powerful element.[8]



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Lines that are deep, rough and jagged on the micro structural level i.e. in its line quality, as well as lacking a clear direction on the macro level can be used to evocate this emotional state. We see these lines as confusing, turbulent and chaotic relating perhaps to stormy waters and the turmoil of lines suggested by the forms of clouds.[10]



Sh a pe A shape is a closed contour. It can be created by both explicit or implied lines or by contrast in value, shading, gradations, texture or hue. Shapes creates a sense of mass and space.[11] Two dimensional shape can also give the illusion of three dimensional objects, but since we then see them as actual objects, this will be discussed further in the chapter Objects.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Horizontal lines evocates a sense of quiet repose because we see them as being in rest in relation to gravity. Dominating horizontal lines in combination with vertical ones lock each other in place further, communicating stability, reliability and permanence- again relating to gravity. A to strong emphasis on rectilinear lines however may become stable to the point of stodginess which we may perceive as unnatural and even threatening. Therefore we may also in addition use soft, shallowly curved lines which we relate to the human body and see as familiar, pleasing and relaxing to evocate this emotional state.[9] We will be using a lot of details in our composition for this emotional state, among other things to slow down the eyes movement through it. We can either use actual lines or implied ones but the level of detail needs to correspond to what we choose. Actual lines are additional objects added to the shape they describe and so the level of detail should be less to not reach a point where the composition becomes cluttered and confusing to view. Discussion of later principles will show that the brain tends to be most relaxed when view-



U til i z ation The emotional valence of a shape is to a large extent defined by other elements and principles. If the particular shape has any meaning to us it is also obviously dependent on the symbolic meaning of what the shape defines. Our emotional responses to the symbolic aspects of imagery may have nothing to do with the actual shapes used in the composition. If we feel sad looking at a picture from a funeral it is of course not the shapes in the picture that evocate the emotions, but rather the fact that we know someone has died. Shapes can hold emotional valence all by them selves however, and while one's emotional response to shapes may not be as powerful as it is to symbols, it can alter their combined meaning. The shape of a dog i.e. may evocate different emotional responses depending on if the shape is organic or geometrical, regardless of ones feelings towards dogs. The group of named shapes such as squares, rectangles, circles, ovals, hexagons etc. all have a regular contour in common and are called geometrical forms. These basic shapes has also been found to evocate different emotions cross cultures and age groups i.e. regardless of their cultural symbolic valences.[12] We perceive geometrical shapes as artificial and alien. They exist but are very rare in nature



7  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 8  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 9  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.



10  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 11  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 12  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.
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chapter iii elements of shape and so we are not familiar with them. Their emotional valence differ, while we may see their general mathematical perfection as something positive, this unfamiliarity may also evocate strong negative feelings. Organic shapes are irregular in outline and often asymmetrical, we see them as naturally occurring and relate them to nature and to our own bodies. Because they are shapes that are familiar to us they do not excite us.[13] The rotation of some shapes has also been shown to be a very important factor in deciding what emotional value they communicate. This is because we subconsciously relate all shapes in a two dimensional composition to gravity, just as we do with objects in the world. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Dominating asymmetrical Organic shapes can be used to evocate this emotional state since they are good for creating positive dynamics in the composition. Squares and rectangles may also be used. We tend to perceive them as having a very strong positive emotional charge because we see them as stable in relation to gravity. They should be used sparsely and evenly rotated since dynamics is the main goal of this composition. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) An emphasis on geometrical shapes in general, and the triangle in particular, suits this emotional state. Dissimilar triangles give an extremely strong indication of direction and speed and we relate their pointed angles to something sharp and harmful that we should stay away from. If we keep the triangle aligned to the vertical axis, pointing downwards, it will be perceived as even more agressive and powerful due to its interplay with gravity.[14]
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Space When we see for example a large black circle on a white piece of paper it appear to us that the circle is the shape and that the paper is the space around it. In fact we could just as easily have seen the paper as having a hole in it, and thus being the shape. The black in the circle would then appear as the space, behind the paper. In a sense space is what the brain decides is not our main interest. It is also simply an area. U til i z ation Not only the actual shapes and lines in a composition, but also the possible negative space inside them and the space around them, is of importance to its emotional valence. In the case of a finite space, such as on a piece of paper, the actual size and proportion of the space i.e. paper, is also of importance.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Organic shapes in general can be used to evocate this emotional state. Circles in particular are also fitting to this state. They are closed and self contained which implies security and protectiveness. Circles are also static and lacks direction which contributes to the tranquil nature of the composition



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) The closer we perceive a shape to be, the more arousing and intense it will appear to us.[16] By using very little space around the shapes in our composition we can communicate this, which in turn will help evocate this emotional state. We can also let elements extend beyond the upper horizontal borders of our layout space. This will give a sense of upwards movement, which generally is thought of as something positive. Language is filled with sayings that imply this notion, e.g. “moving up in the world” vs. “feeling down”. Perhaps visualizing an urge in us to literally overcome gravity or maybe we are subconsciously using gravity as a metaphor for our strives. Furthermore, we can use the golden ratio proportions for dimensioning our actual workspace, since it was found to be favored by a very large margin in a study concerning rectangular proportions that the Pratt Institute of New York conducted in the 1930’s. This seem to point to the actual dimensions as generating a pleasing response by their size.[17]



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) We can use geometrical shapes that are skewed and rotated away from the vertical axis to evocate this emotional state. The skewing of a shape implies that it is giving after to a strong force exerted on it. The oval in particular communicates suffering, fearfulness and unease when used in this manner.[15]



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) The closer we perceive a shape to be, the more arousing and intense it will be to us.[18] By using very little space around the shapes in our composition we can communicate this, which in turn will help evocate this emotional state. We can also let elements extend beyond the vertical borders of a layout since they then will be perceived as in



13  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 14  Pavlova, M., Sokolov, A.A., & Sokolov, A. (2005). Perceived dynamics of static images enables emotional attribution. 15  Pavlova, M., Sokolov, A.A., & Sokolov, A. (2005). Perceived dynamics of static images enables emotional attribution.



16  Van Gorp.T. (2008). Design for Emotion and Flow. 17  Harris. W. The golden mean. 18  Van Gorp.T. (2008). Design for Emotion and Flow.
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rapid, strong motion.[19] Furthermore, we can use the ratio of 1:2 when dimensioning our actual workspace. This ratio was found to be the least liked in a study concerning rectangular proportions that the Pratt Institute of New York conducted in the 1930’s. This seems to point to the actual dimensions as generating an unpleasing response by their size.[20]



not movement is suggested in the image. It has to do with the eyes movement through the composition, how the components relate to each other and leads our attention. [24]



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) The arousal we feel when perceiving a shape decreases as the distance to it increases. This means that we can use a lot of space around shapes, so that we perceive them as being distant, to communicate this emotional state. Having a shape perfectly centered on the workspace as well as framing the borders will also help evocate this state since it make the composition static.[21] Furthermore, we can use the golden ratio when dimensioning our workspace since it has been found to be the most liked proportion.[22] Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) The arousal we feel when perceiving a certain shape decreases as the distance to the shape increases. This means that we can use a lot of space around or shapes, so that we perceive them as being distant, to communicate this emotional state. Completely containing our elements within the borders of our workspace will further help communicate this. We can use an abundance of actual lines to evocate this state, as described in the previous chapter Lines. By additionally using a lot of variation in line quality in individual lines we can create a myriad of complicated negative space when the lines overlap. Negative space will impair the readability of our composition which adds to the confusion and therefore helps evocate this mental state. We can also use the ratio of 1:2 when dimensioning our actual workspace, since these proportions has been found to be the the least liked.[23]



M ove m e n t When talking about movement in this context we are not speaking of literal movement since it is not possible in this medium, but rather implied and compositional movement. Implied movement refers to the use of symbols, such as diagonals, to suggest speed and motion in static media. Compositional movement on the other hand is not dependent on whether or 19  20  21  22  23 



Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. Harris. W. The golden mean. Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. Harris. W. The golden mean. Harris. W. The golden mean.



U til i z ation A composition that guides the eye with continuous shapes, gradations or lines smoothly and fluidly from one are to the next is classified as exhibiting dynamic compositional movement. A composition that causes the eye to abruptly jump from one contrasting, closed and isolated element to the next is classified as exhibiting static compositional movement.[25] The usage of different elements to imply movement is discussed in their respective sections, when applicable. Here we will only simply state again if such implied movement is desirable or not to communicate the different emotional states. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) A result of static compositional movement is often that the composition becomes easily and promptly readable. This speeds up and strengthens the power of the message in a sense, which is desirable when trying to communicate this emotional state. It may however at the same time feel to stressful and abrupt. Therefore we can design for a balance, but still predominantly use static compositional movement, to help evocate this emotional state. Implied movement is also desirable. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Predominant static compositional movement may help evocating this emotional state since it intensifies and makes the composition easily and promptly readable. Implied movement is also desirable. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) A result of dynamic compositional movement is often that it takes longer to view and read the whole composition. This can be said to lower the intensity of the composition, and this is why we can design for it, to communicate this emotional state. Implied movement is not desirable. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) A balance between static and dynamic compositional movement is suitable for communicating this emotional state. Static movement between a myriad of quasi focal points may help confuse the message while at the same time the dynamic movement may help lessen the intensity of the composition. Implied movement is not desirable. 24  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 25  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.
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Pat te r n Pattern is the repetition of an element. A pattern can be used both as an apparent, visible design or as an underlying tool for organizing the composition, such as a grid.



Te xtur e Texture is both a visual and a tactile element.[26] Texture is an actual physical property that describes the surface quality of an object. It can also be a representation of a physical property i.e. the actual dots and lines used to portrait the surface quality of a physical object in an illustration. The physical properties of the actual artists material used to portrait another physical property also factors in e.g. the surface quality of the oil paint used to portrait another texture. Therefore an imaginary texture, as seen in a two dimensional representation, conveys emotional valence on many levels. Both through the elements used to describe it, the actual physical texture of the artists material used as well as from the memory we have of touching the physical surface it portraits. Since texture also is a tactile element one should note that all sensations we can feel is a texture, not only smooth or rough, but also warm, wet and dry are actually textures.[27]



U tili z ation There are many categories of patterns: flowing, branching, spiraling, packing, cracking etc. and countless individual patterns in each category. Even though the general qualities of a specific pattern may largely be determined by its category, each variation may still have its own unique emotional valence to some extent. If we use a pattern as an underlying structure, its characteristics also change depending on how we visualize it. That is to say that the emotional valence may also change when the element that the pattern controls changes e.g. if the pattern changes from repeating circles to repeating squares, even when the underlying pattern stays the same. All this of course makes it very hard to be specific about the emotional valence of a category of patterns and perhaps all that can be said in general is that all patterns always lead to increased order. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) The use of an underlying, structuring pattern may help create harmony and order in the composition. It may also be suitable to use an evolving pattern such as a fractal, to add dynamics. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Patterns such as grids, should not be used since they introduce order upon the composition which does not suit this emotional state. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Extensive use of an underlying structuring pattern such as a grid, may help create harmony and order in the composition, which suits this mental state because of its generally pleasing effect. It can also be used to significantly lower the intensity of the composition. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Patterns such as grids, should not be used since they introduce order upon the composition which does not help evocating this emotional state.



U til i z ation When using texture to evocate an emotional state, one should always weigh the valence of the material portrayed against the valence of the actual elements used to describe it, and then choose the artists material that is best suited for the composition. Water e.g. is reflective and glossy which is interpreted as cold, and therefore may hold negative valence, but the representation of water may lead to extensive use of shallow soft curves, which hold positive valence etc. Grass for example may feel calming to us since we might have memories of lying in soft green grass on a beautiful summer day, but the representation of grass might lead to a myriad of intersecting dynamic lines, which may actually feel very intense etc. Because of this it is only possible to be very general about the emotional qualities of textures without being extremely specific about both the texture portrayed, the elements used in the portrayal and the medium used. The breakdown below is therefore very generalized and the exceptions are numerous. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) E.g. warm, rugged, moist and soft textures that are generally mate and unreflective may be used to evocate this emotional state since these tactile sensations are commonly thought of as positive. This may be because we relate them to our own bodies, favorable weather, food and comfort etc.



26  McClurg-Genevese. J.D. (2005). The Elements of Design. 27  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.
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High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) E.g. cold, wet, hard and smooth textures that are generally glossy and reflective may be used to evocate this emotional state since these tactile sensations are commonly thought of as negative. This may be because we relate them to rare, dangerous and artificial materials, unpleasant weather and discomfort etc.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Unity is essential for evocating this emotional state. There needs to be a balance between variants and constants however, to retain the dynamism of the composition.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) E.g. warm, rugged, moist and soft textures that are generally mate and unreflective may be used to evocate this emotional state since these tactile sensations are commonly thought of as positive. This may be because we relate them to our own bodies, favorable weather, food and comfort etc. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) E.g. cold, wet, hard and smooth textures may be used to evocate this emotional state since these sensations are commonly perceived as negative. Perhaps because we relate them to artificial materials, unfavorable weather etc.



PRINCIPLES OF SHAPE



Un i t y Unity describes the relationship between the individual elements and the whole of a composition.[28] Unity arises when all the elements in a composition are in dialogue, working together in harmony to create a cohesive whole.[29] U tili z ation The simplest way of creating unity is with precise repetition of similar elements. This may however lead to static, dull compositions which necessitates the challenge of introducing variation without loosing the sense of overall unity. The most common way to achieve this is to use an implied static pattern, such as a grid, to enable variation in element whilst still maintaining precise control of the composition. Unity in a composition can also arise solely from a common concept or purpose, without any similarity between elements. [30] 28  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design. 29  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 30  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Unity strengthens and uniforms the emotive qualities of a composition, in turn increasing the intensity of the message. Therefore it is an important principle to adhere to when designing for this emotional state. It is however necessary to maintain a balance between variants and constants, to retain the dynamic force of the composition. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) A very strong and apparent visual unity, where the whole is completely dominating the parts may be used to evocate this emotional state, since both the decreased intensity and harmony created by the order is fitting. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) When there is absolutely no visual unity between the elements in a composition, any overall concept or message is near lost in the resulting confusion and turmoil. This decreases the intensity and may therefore be used to help evocate this emotional state.



Ba l a nce Our brain does not discern between looking at a three dimensional object or a two dimensional composition in the sense that it expects, or rather demands equilibrium, to be satisfied. The brains strive for balance comes from its compulsion to judge a composition against ideas of physical structure, such as mass, gravity or the size of the canvas.[31] In three dimensional objects this equilibrium is sought in relation to gravity by balancing weights on a fulcrum, but in a composition this requirement may also be fulfilled by balancing purely visual weights i.e. elements of different degree of interest to the viewer.



31  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design.
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chapter iii principles of shape U tili z ation When assessing a composition we always assume there to be equilibrium between objects on each sides of the vertical axis, in regards either to perceived physical, or visual weight. When elements are repeated in the same size and position on both sides of an imaginary horizontal or vertical fulcrum, the composition is said to exhibit symmetrical balance. Symmetrical balance is the simplest, purest and hence strongest way of achieving balance, it does however also make the composition extremely static. The other main way of achieving balance is called asymmetrical balance, and is created when elements of different sizes but equal visual weight are balanced across the fulcrum. This way of creating balance may be used to create more dynamic compositions since it permits tension between the different elements by not requiring them to be identical. There are also other types of balance, such as circular balance where elements are repeated around a center point, which leads to static compositions but also creates a very strong focal point at the center point. There are also variants of these such as approximate symmetry where similar but not identical elements are weighed across the fulcrum etc. which ultimately are very similar in emotional valence to their standard versions.
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Proport ion Proportion is the relationship of relative size and scale in between elements and between the elements and the whole of a composition.[32] U til i z ation We always subconsciously measure proportions against our own bodies.[33] If something in a composition or in the physical world appears to be at odds with our own proportions, we tend to dislike them and in some sense feel that they are “wrong”. In a composition we do the same thing- we look for something that we know the scale of in the picture, compare that against or own proportions and then judge everything else in the image against that. Because of this, proportions can be a powerful way of evocating different emotional states.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Asymmetrical balance may be used to evocate this emotional state since it creates satisfying balance while still retaining the dynamics of the composition.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Proportions of elements in the composition should be in line with human, or slightly understated in comparison to evocate this emotional state. In an illustration containing a human or another recognizable subject, the size would be slightly exaggerated to empower it. To create the same effect in a purely abstract composition one would simply make sure that no single element would be significantly larger than any other.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Approximate asymmetrical balance, where the visual weight of the dominating element is only partially balance by other elements can create disharmonious compositions that may help evocate this emotional state.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state the proportions of elements in the composition should be heavily exaggerated in comparison to human proportions so that they overshadow and threaten the viewer as well as any possible subject in the picture.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Perfect symmetrical balance may be used to evocate this emotional state since it may help create very static, orderly compositions with low intensity.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Proportions of all elements should be completely in line with human proportions. Because these proportions are so familiar to us they tend to feel natural and calm, which may help evocate this emotional state.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) The confusing, unbalanced composition that arises by not organizing elements for any kind of balance at all may help evocate this emotional state.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) When there is no dominating proportion to measure against, the composition becomes hard to read, which create feelings of confusion and discomfort. Therefore varying and distorted proportions may help evocate this emotional state. 32  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design. 33  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design.
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R el ation The principle of relation simply states that no element in a composition is isolated. On the contrary, all elements exist in relation to the space around and inside it.[34]



Proxi m i t y The principle of proximity tells us that our brain will perceive elements close to each other as a group. [35] A triangle on top of a square e.g. will be perceived as a house and not as a triangle and a square.



U t ili z at ion When looking at a composition our brain subconsciously decides what is positive space, i.e. the subject, and what is negative space, i.e. the background based on the information given. “Background” is a misleading word however since the space around the subject is an integral part of the composition and can completely change the meaning of the picture. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Sparse use of negative space e.g. by using solid elements and blocks of color makes it easier to discern between subject and background. The negative space that is present can also be in a clear, precise relationship to the element e.g. as a perfect inset of its shape. This simplification makes the composition easily readable and may empower the motif, which suits this emotional state. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Sparse use of negative space which has a clear relationship to the elements in the foreground may help evocate this emotional state since it adds intensity to the composition by making it immediately readable. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Extensive use of negative space may help evocate this emotional state since it lowers the intensity of the composition. It has to be in balance, and with a clear relation to the positive space i.e. elements in the foreground however, so as to not confuse the picture.



U til i z ation The principle of proximity may be used to help evocate different emotional states e.g. by letting you create unity with dissimilar elements placed close together as well as help illustrate complicated concepts such as isolation, loneliness or friendship only by the placement of primitive elements. This principle is always subconsciously present and therefore its effect can not be erased or designed for in a composition. It is not possible to give any guidelines for its use other than that you should be aware that it exist when creating your composition and evaluate if it may help to convey your message.



Si m il a r i t y The principle of similarity says that elements with similar properties will be perceived as a group.[36] This means that regardless of the space between the elements, our brain will assign a semantic relationship to them if they are similar enough.[37] Note that similar does not mean identical. The level of similarity needed to achieve this link is impossible to define however since it is also dependent on the elements relation to the rest of the composition.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Extensive use of negative space may be used to evocate this emotional state since it adds intricacy and detail which lowers the intensity of the composition as well as confuses the brain as to what is back- and foreground.



U til i z ation Just like the principle of proximity this principle may be used to communicate complicated concepts and relationships only by using elements with similar properties. This principle is always subconsciously present and therefore its effect can not be erased or designed for in a composition. Neither does it have any emotional valence on its own, so it is not possible to give any guidelines for its use other than that you should be aware that it exist when creating your composition.



34  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles.



35  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. 36  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. 37  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design.
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Con t inui t y The principle of continuity says that we have a strong preference for continuos figures. [38] This is e.g. why the brain sees a dotted line as one continuos line of dots, instead of just a bunch of dots. It means that when you begin looking in one direction you will continue to do so until something more significant catches your attention.[39]



Closur e The principle of closure states that our minds will close gaps and see the whole even if there are missing pieces of information in the composition.[40] We are able to make out a triangle only by its corners for example.



U tili z ation This principle is always subconsciously present when we look at a composition. We can however choose to disrupt it as much as possible by repeatedly break all actual and implied continuos visual lines by constantly introducing new intersecting elements and points of interest. We can also design for continuity simply by allowing the eye to continue along a single line of interest.



U til i z ation The principle of closure is always at work in our minds subconsciously, but only when it is needed i.e. if all information is available the principle of closure is not present. One could argue that it has to take more effort for the brain to read in an incomplete picture and make up the missing parts itself. It is hard to say if this leads to feelings of unease or simply a greater level of engagement and involvement in the composition. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that complete compositions are more rapidly discerned.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Allowing the eye to follow an uninterrupted visual line helps speed up the readability of the composition thus making it more intense and dynamic which may help evocate this emotional state.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) The principle of closure should not be utilized, the compositional elements should be complete so that the whole is easily and rapidly readable by the viewer to retain the intensity of the picture in a way that suits this emotional state.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Allowing the eye to follow an uninterrupted visual line helps speed up the readability of the composition thus making it more intense and dynamic which may help evocate this emotional state.



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) The principle of closure should not be utilized, the compositional elements should be complete so that the whole is easily and rapidly readable by the viewer. This retains the intensity of the picture in a way that suits this emotional state.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Allowing the eye to flow along a continuos but intricate visual line may contribute to making the composition appear natural and easy to discern to the beholder while still retaining its intensity in a way that suits the evocation of this emotional state.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) The principle of closure could be utilized to slow down the process of taking in the composition and thus decreasing its intensity.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) By repeatedly breaking all actual and implied continuos visual lines by introducing intersecting elements and points of interest, we may create a composition that feels very dismembered, scattered and confused. Disrupting the flow of the eye as much as possible decreases the intensity of the composition which suits this emotional state. 38  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles. 39  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) One can utilize the principle of closure to make the composition harder to decode and process, which decreases its intensity. It is possible to use this principle to create ambiguous, confusing compositions that may cause distress in a way that would suit this emotional state.



40  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles.
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Con tr a st Contrast can be expressed in countless ways- by contrast in hue, value, visual weight, meaning and importance etc. It is an essential tool which intensifies meaning, creates emphasis and adds dynamism to the composition.



E m ph a si s Emphasis or a point of focus is the location that most strongly draws your attention. It can be created in many ways but usually it arises from an interruption in the overall pattern, rhythm or in the movement of the viewer's eye through the composition. Emhasis is strongly linked to contrast. An element that contrasts in any way- color wise, shape wise, conceptually, in placement, size or in any other conceivable way- will become emphasized.[41]



U tili z ation Contrast can be seen as purely an amplifier of the message or meaning of a composition. The presence or absence of contrast can therefore in a very direct way alter the intensity of a picture. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Contrast may be used extensively since it raises the intensity of the composition. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Extreme contrast may be used extensively since it raises the intensity of the composition. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Very low contrast may help keep the intensity of the composition low. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Very low contrast may be used to keep the intensity of the composition low.



U til i z ation Emphasis is essential for the readability of complex compositions. The greater the complexity the greater the need for the eye to have strong points of focus to orient and relate what it perceives to.[42] Strong emphasis lets the viewer easily and rapidly read in the picture by instantly leading the eye to its most important parts. The lack of emphasis on the other hand makes a composition unengaging and difficult to understand, you have to consciously work your way through it, which lessens its direct impact. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) Several clear points of emphasis may be used to evocate this emotional state since it intensifies the composition. Dynamism may be retained by balancing the dominating focal point with one ore more secondary points of focus. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Several clear points of emphasis may be used to evocate this emotional state since it intensifies the composition. Dynamism may be retained by balancing the dominating focal point with one ore more secondary points of focus. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) One very clearly dominating point of focus, only partially balanced by much weaker secondary points of interest may be used to evocate this emotional state since it will lead to a very static composition. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) A myriad of weak points of focus may help evocate this emotional state since it causes erratic eye movement which makes the composition hard to read in. 41  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 42  Des1012. (2008). Design Elements and Principles.
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Rhythm The principle of rhythm in visual composition is very similar to the rhythm in music. Rhythm is timed events, whether it is sensed through the ears or the eyes.[43] Rhythm is present in a composition when it causes the eye to flow through it with timed movement. U t ili z at ion The presence or absence of visual rhythm can significantly alter the emotional valence of a composition. It can be created in many ways, by an actual or an underlying implied pattern, by alternation, gradation or progression of shapes.[44] Patterning may lead to a very rigid rhythm while gradation or progression may help achieve dynamism. By its nature rhythm introduce order, and thus predictability into the composition. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) The presence of visual rhythm, achieved through gradation or progression especially, may help evocate this emotional state since it creates a dynamic flow through the composition. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) The presence of visual rhythm, achieved through gradation or progression especially, may help evocate this emotional state since it creates a dynamic flow through the composition. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) The presence of visual rhythm, achieved through patterning especially, may help evocate this emotional state since it creates a very orderly, uneventful, calm composition. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) A complete absence of visual rhythm leads to a chaotic composition, which is suiting for evocating this emotional state.



43  Jirousek. J. (1995). Language of Design. 44  McClurg-Genevese. J. (2005). The Principles of Design.
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O B J ECT S Most of the elements and principles of two dimensional shapes can be understood and worked with in three dimensions as well. Strictly speaking, there are no lines e.g. in three dimensions, but one can still to some degree think of- and work with, sharp surface intersections or silhouettes as lines, in the same way you would with a line on a piece of paper. The same holds true for most of the other elements and principles discussed, and one can very intuitively interpret the three dimensional counterparts of e.g. rhythm, balance, unity, movement and proportion and see how one could work with them similarly to how you would in a two dimensional space. This is not surprising since the way we interpret two dimensionality is completely derived from our perception of our three dimensional reality. Because of this we will focus on the only element that uniquely arises with the added dimension, namely surface continuity or the transition between surfaces. The added dimension basically allows for plurality, something can e.g. be both a line and a circle and everything in between at the same time. This allows for immensely complex and infinitely divers objects to exist. In this seemingly endless variety of form one might think that it is impossible to say anything generalized about a category of forms. It is not even obvious that there are categories of forms, it seems more like a fluid spectrum, with no clear divisions. If we think of objects simply as blends of two dimensional elements that we understand the emotional valence of, such as lines, we can start to discern some of their emotive qualities through looking at what elements that are used in their creation. You can analyze the individual nurbs[1] used to create each surface patch along the same principles you would a two dimensional curve i.e. discern if it is organic, dynamic, acute etc. in nature, and then draw conclusions about the combined emotional valence of the surface that those nurbs create. This is only effective in special cases however, and even then it is inconclusive. When objects become more complex it quickly becomes very difficult to distinguish where one surface starts and another begins. Therefore it become more meaningful to talk about the transitions between surfaces i.e. how the different parts of an object flow into each other. There are three levels of surface continuity: positional, tangential and curvature.



1  A Bezier curve is a mathematically defined curve used in two-dimensional graphic applications. The curve is defined by four points: the initial position and the terminating position (which are called “anchors”) and two separate middle points (which are called “handles”). The shape of a Bezier curve can be altered by moving the handles. The mathematical method for drawing curves was created by Pierre Bézier in the late 1960’s. Nurbs are a specific mathematical definition of a curve or surface. Nurbs stands for non-uniform rational Bsplines, where the “B” refers to Monsiour Bezier. Nurbs differ from Bézier curves but are oversimplified its three dimensional counterpart. - Whatis.com and idmilano.com.



Posi tiona l con tinui t y Positional continuity is the crude, hard edge that is created when surfaces intersect directly. In a sense it is the absence of continuity, which creates an absolute division between surfaces at an exact point in space. We are perhaps most used to viewing it as a result of breaking, cutting or intersecting something, conceptually speaking. This type of surface continuity evocates a sense of precision, accuracy, danger, structure and fidelity[2] because of its definite nature and the sharp edges it creates. Positional continuity is abundant in nature in e.g. mountains, crystals and plants among other things.



Ta ngen ti a l con tinui t y Tangential continuity is the relatively smooth transition created by a circular arc inserted between the intersecting surfaces. With this type of transition, although smooth, one can still make out the break lines where the surfaces meet the circular arc. Tangential continuity does not exist in nature in pure form. It is solely and completely a man made construct, it is an abstraction and simplification conceived to simplify development and manufacturing of products. Since it is artificial it feels artificial to us, we have only been really acquainted with it for about a hundred years and so it is a form language largely foreign and unfamiliar to us. Therefore this type of surface continuity screams utility, function, efficiency, practicality and purpose.[3]



Curvatur e con tinui t y Curvature continuity occurs when the rate of curvature between the intersecting surfaces are the same. It creates a perfect, seamless transition between the surfaces that is indiscernible both to vision and touch i.e. you can no longer tell where one surface ends and the other begins. Curvature is abundant in nature, predominantly in organic life, flowers and 2  Holland. Gray. (2009).A Periodic Table of Form: The secret language of surface and meaning in product design. 3  Holland. Gray. (2009).A Periodic Table of Form: The secret language of surface and meaning in product design.
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chapter iii objects vegetation but also in rocks and landscapes, slowly smoothened out by the forces of the elements. It is the language of optimization, of minimal surfaces that use the least amount of mass needed and of water- and aero dynamic surfaces. It is the result of something made perfect over time. Because of this, curvature continuity imply sophistication, elegance, fluidity, grace and refinement.[4] U tili z ation If we look at the surface continuity spectrum, we have objects of precision and fidelity on the positional end, objects of elegance and sophistication on the curvature end and tangential forms of utility and function in the middle.[5] We can then start to look at all conceivable objects as hybrids of those types of form archetypes. And since we now understand the innate emotional responses we have to those different archetypes we can also start to understand what type of emotional response these hybrids will evocate in us. Based on what archetypes i.e. form languages, that are being blended, and in what amounts, we can come to conclusions about a surface's universal emotional innate valence. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use curvature continuity in one or two directions and tangential continuity in the other. The tangential continuity adds a hint of purpose and efficiency which gives the otherwise fluid shape a clear direction and higher intensity. If we also recall the principles discussed in the shape chapter we can start to get a clear understanding of this object. The object should maintain visual unity i.e. the whole of the object should dominate over its parts. It should utilize asymmetrical visual balance i.e. heavier parts should be balanced with parts of greater visual weight. Proportions should be in line with human, or slightly understated. It should not contain a lot of negative space. The form should contain contrast e.g. smaller/larger parts or soft/pointed areas etc. It should allow visual continuity i.e. let the eye flow uninterrupted along a clear line of interest along the object. It should contain a dominant point of focus. The overall shape should be asymmetrical and organic in nature. It should utilize materials with warm, rugged, moist or soft textures. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use positional continuity in all directions. This will lead to an object that we see as having a precise and definite purpose, while the resulting hard edges also suggest an element of danger. 4  Holland. Gray. (2009).A Periodic Table of Form: The secret language of surface and meaning in product design. 5  Holland. Gray. (2009).A Periodic Table of Form: The secret language of surface and meaning in product design.
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If we additionally recall the principles discussed in the shape chapter we can start to get a clear understanding of this object. It should maintain visual unity i.e. the whole of the object should dominate over its parts. It should utilize approximate asymmetrical visual balance i.e. heavier parts should be partially balanced with parts of greater visual weight. Proportions should be heavily exaggerated in comparison with human proportions. It should not contain a lot of negative space. The form should contain extreme contrasts e.g. smaller/ larger parts. It should allow visual continuity i.e. let the eye flow uninterrupted along a clear line of interest along the object. It should contain a dominant point of focus, balanced by weaker ones. It should maintain visual rhythm i.e. changes in its form should be in the form of a clear progression. The overall shape should be geometrical in nature. It should utilize materials with cold, wet, hard or smooth texture. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use curvature continuity in all directions. This will lead to very elegant, fluid and organic objects. The dynamism related to these types of surfaces is negated by the lack of a clear direction resulting from dynamic flow in all directions and by the use of symmetry. The end result is a very static, but graceful object. If we also recall the principles discussed in the shape chapter we can start to get a clear understanding of this object. It should maintain a very strong visual unity i.e. the whole of the object should completely dominate over its parts. It should utilize perfect symmetrical visual balance i.e. all parts should be balance out by its mirror image. Proportions should be completely in line with human proportions. It may contain negative space, but with a clear relation to the positive space. The form should not contain contrasting parts i.e. there should be no major differentiating parts in regards to e.g. visual weight or smoothness of surfaces etc. It should encourage visual continuity i.e. let the eye flow uninterrupted along a clear but intricate line of interest along the object. It should contain an extremely dominant point of focus, unbalanced or only partially balanced by much weaker points of interest. It should maintain a static visual rhythm i.e. changes in its form should be controlled by a rigid underlying pattern. The overall shape should be organic in nature and with a special likening to a sphere. It should utilize materials with warm, rugged, moist or soft textures.
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chapter iii objects Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use curvature continuity in all directions. Coupled with the principles listed below, this will create organic shapes that do not so much feel static but rather purposeless and random, without any clear direction, not unlike the fleeting nature of liquids. In addition we can recall the principles discussed in the shape chapter and start to get a clear understanding of this object. Visual unity should be absent i.e. the parts should dominate over the whole of the object. It should not be visually balanced i.e. there does not have to be any balance in visual or actual weight in between parts. Proportions should be varying and distorted. It should contain a lot of negative space with no clear relation to the positive space i.e. the object. The form should not contain contrasting parts i.e. there should be no major differentiating parts in regards to e.g. visual weight or smoothness of surfaces etc. It should disturb the visual continuity i.e. constantly break the visual line the eye follows by introducing new lines of interest. It should contain a myriad of week quasi focal points. It should not maintain any static or progressive visual rhythm i.e.changes in the form should be random. The overall shape should liken skewed and rotated geometrical shapes. It should utilize materials with cold, wet, hard or smooth texture.
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ELEMENTS & PRINCIPLES OF MUSIC



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we can use a slow tempo (≈70-90bpm) with large tempo variability.[6] This correlates to a restrained heartbeat rate and overall sedated physical state. We may also incorporate a final ritardando in the composition. “Ritardando means slowing down. A directive to perform a certain passage of a composition with a ritard the tempo, to gradually delay the tempo.”[7] This will give the impression that the piece slowly looses its energy and “dies”.



Tempo “Tempo is the speed or pace of a given musical piece. It is an extremely crucial element of composition, as it can affect the mood and difficulty of a piece.”[1] U t ili z at ion Tempo is also referred to as beat, and it is often measured in beats per minute. Note that “beat” is also often used when talking about the specific drum pattern in a song. The beat of drums often illustrates the beat of a composition very vividly but it is not the same thing, the drum beat may vary in a composition with a steady beat. Most of what we normally consider as music is in the same speed range as the extremities of our heartbeat i.e. in between 50-200 beats per minute.[2] In general there is a correlation between our emotional response to a given tempo and our physical state at that same heartbeat rate. A musical tempo at the same speed as our heartbeat when resting will have a calming effect e.g. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we can use a fast tempo (≈110-130bpm) with small tempo variability.[3] This correlates to a very active but controlled heartbeat rate and overall physical state. High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we can use a very fast tempo (≈130-200bpm) with small tempo variability.[4] This correlates to an extreme heartbeat rate and overall dangerous physical state. We may also incorporate an accelerando. Accelerando means speeding up i.e. to perform a certain passage of a composition at accelerated tempo. Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we can use a very slow tempo (≈50-70bpm) with small tempo variability.[5] This correlates to a very calm heartbeat rate and overall relaxed physical state. 1  2  3  4  5 
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Wikipedia. Tempo (music). Mfiles.co.uk.What is music?. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.



Ti m ing/s y ncopation “Timing in music refers to the concept of adjusting the timing of notes or beats in certain subtle ways. A performed rhythm can sound ‘mechanical’, ‘swinging’, ‘laid-back’, ‘rushing’, etc. This is caused by playing some notes somewhat shorter and others longer in duration.”[8] U til i z ation Our emotional responses to these timing “imperfections” are likely linked to language and what we read in to different rhythms of speech. There are many types of syncopation and they all “feel” different. In general little timing variations lead to a powerful but somewhat stale beat, moderate timing variations make the beat more lively, organic and natural whilst large timing variations may make the beat disjointed and wandering. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) We may use small timing variability which keeps the beat precise, predictable and powerful to help evocate this emotional state.[9] High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) We may use small timing variability to help evocate feelings of anger pertaining to this emotional state. In the case of feelings of fear, also belonging to this area of emotion, we may however use very large timing variability.[10]



6  Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. 7  Wikipedia. Tempo (music). 8  Wikipedia. Timing (music). 9  Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. 10  Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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chapter iii elements & principles of music Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) We may use moderate timing variability which humanizes the beat to help evocate this emotional state.[11] Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) We may use large timing variability which disjoints and makes the beat unpredictable to help evocate this emotional state.[12]



In te rva l s & h a r m ony Our different emotional responses are not inherent in any particular notes played by themselves but rather arise from the harmony or disharmony created by the intervals between notes. Intervals that sound stable and relaxed are called consonant whilst unstable, discordant intervals are called dissonant. Since chords are comprised of many notes they contain intervals within themselves that create dissonance or consonance and can therefore be ascribed individual emotional valences, unlike notes.[13]



chapter iii elements & principles of music Examples of what is considered dissonant chords in western music is minor second - For example from C - Db, major second - For example from C to D, minor seventh - For example from C to Bb, major seventh - For example from C to B and tritone - For example from C to F#.[16] There seems to be no simple physical explanation e.g. in how different frequencies resonate with each other, for why we perceive some intervals but not others as harmonious. Instead it seems as though one can become acquainted with a dissonant interval and start to hear it as consonant by familiarity alone. This leads me to believe once again that it may have some connection to speech, rather than the physiology of the ear or our brains. Different frequency sounds may have had different ancient and primeval meanings in the evolution of speech, similar to animal callings. We may have used different notes and intervals to signal our territory or to attract a mate, that to some extent might influence their meanings and our preferences to this day. There might also be some connection to what types of events in nature that produce these frequencies and what their meaning was to us. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we may use a simple harmony with accents on stable i.e. consonant, notes and chords.[17] High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we may emphasize unstable i.e. dissonant, notes and chords.[18]



U t ili z at ion While consonance by itself sounds pleasing, our strongest positive emotional responses comes from a balance- and ultimate resolution from dissonance into consonance. Dissonance can sound very harsh and displeasing by itself but the sense of tension and need for resolution that it adds is what drives the music forward. Dissonance is therefore a crucial element not only when composing for negative- but also the strongest of positive emotional responses. Whilst both are necessary parts of almost any composition, our emotional response varies by how they are balanced. Emphasizing dissonant chords and melodies that very seldom come to a consonant resolution will make the entire composition feel negatively emotionally charged while predominant use of consonance has the opposite effect.[14]



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we may emphasize stable i.e. consonant, notes and chords.[19] Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we may emphasize unstable i.e. dissonant, notes and chords.[20]



Examples of what is considered consonant chords in western music is minor third - For example from C to Eb, major third - For example from C to E, perfect fourth - For example from C to F and perfect fifth - For example from C to G, among others.[15] 11  12  13  14  15 



Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Suite101.Elements of Music: Harmony. Suite101.Elements of Music: Harmony. Estrella.E. Understanding Dissonant and Consonant Chords.



16  17  18  19  20 



Estrella.E. Understanding Dissonant and Consonant Chords. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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A rticul ation “Articulation refers to the direction or performance technique which affects the transition or continuity on single note or between multiple notes or sounds. Staccato articulation indicates that notes are separated in a detached and distinctly separate manner or short and separated, with silence making up the latter part of the time allocated to each note. Legato articulation (literally meaning “tied together”) indicates that musical notes are played or sung smoothly.”[21] U tili z ation How we interpret emotional valence in music and in speech is similar in many ways. When we get agitated or aroused we tend to speak more abruptly and pronounce words and syllables more distinctively and powerfully than when we are totally calm. When we are sad or very relaxed we tend to speak softer, more fluidly with energy sustained across syllables and words. Contrast in the duration of notes, as in speech, also have an impact on our emotional response and can make a composition feel e.g. bouncy, bubbly and joyous, dragging and sad or intimidating and angry. The tone attack, which is the speed with which a note reaches its maximum volume, is another factor which has a heavy impact on the way we experience music. Slow tone attack can be likened to gentle singing and fast tone attack to an abrupt shout. Using these types of articulation in music also evocates the same emotional responses in us. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use staccato articulation. Using a lot of articulation variability also helps since it adds further dynamism. We may also use sharp duration contrast and fast tone attacks.[22]



attacks.[23]



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use staccato articulation with little articulation variability. We may also use sharp duration contrast and fast tone



21  Wikipedia. Articulation (music). & Wikipedia. Legato. & Wikipedia. Staccato. 22  Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. 23  Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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attacks.[24]



attacks.[25]



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use legato articulation with little articulation variability. We may also use soft duration contrast and slow tone Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use legato articulation with little articulation variability. We may also use soft duration contrast and slow tone



Ti m br e “Tone quality and color are used as synonyms for timbre. The American Standards Association defines timbre as “[...] that attribute of sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that two sounds having the same loudness and pitch are dissimilar”.”[26] U til i z ation Timbre is a quality that is very hard to stringently define yet it is easy to hear. Timbre is simply what makes e.g. a cello and a piano, playing the exact same thing, sound different. The effect exist because all instruments produce different frequencies/overtones besides the main frequency of the note it is playing. Since timbre is described by so many different and interchangeable words and since it is somewhat subjective anyhow, one has to actually listen to each instrument to evaluate if it is fitting or not. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use instruments with a bright timbre.[27] This quality is sometimes found in flutes and metallic percussion as well as in some pianos.



24  25  26  27 



Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Wikipedia. Timbre. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use instruments with a sharp timbre.[28] This is often a quality found in string instruments and some brass instruments such as the saxophone.



A melody with a gradually rising pitch evocate a sense of pleasantness and happiness whilst a falling pitch feels very mellow and gloomy. This is very similar to how we interpret micro intonation in speech. In most languages the pitch of the voice tends to rise throughout sentences when one is trying to sound pleasant and polite and go down during exclamations of sorrow and remorse. The width of the pitch spectrum in a composition i.e. the distance between the highest high and the lowest low pitched note, also factors in. The larger and more abrupt the pitch variation is, the more drama and intensity it evokes and vice versa.



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use instruments with a soft timbre.[29] This quality is found in some brass instruments and flutes. Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To help evocate this emotional state we can use instruments with a dull timbre.[30] This quality is sometimes found in some flutes and organs.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) We may use an overall high pitch, much pitch variability in a moderate pitch range, and ascending pitch in melodies to evocate this emotional state.[32] High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) We may use an overall very high pitch, much contrasting pitch variability in a wide pitch range, and very rapidly ascending pitch in melodies to evocate this emotional state.[33] Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) We may use a moderate to low overall pitch with little pitch variability in a fairly narrow pitch range to evocate this emotional state.[34]



P i tch Pitch is the perceived fundamental frequency of a sound.[31] We perceive high pitch as bright, sharp and metallic whilst low pitch seems dark, muddled and organic.



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) We may use a low overall pitch, a very narrow pitch range and descending pitch in melodies to evocate this emotional state.[35]



U tili z ation Notes correspond to a specific frequency, but music can be transposed and played from a different root key i.e. you can play the same melody in different pitches. We tend to relate melodies played in higher pitch to pleasant feelings and vice versa. This is possibly because predators and naturally occurring events that have been threatening to us throughout evolution produce very loud sounds that often also have a low pitch e.g. the rumbling of thunder, falling rocks, avalanches and crackling ice etc. Extremely high pitch sounds like those of animal warning calls or sounds of high energy collisions between very hard objects has likewise been an indicator of danger. Perhaps there is also some connection between how children speak in a very bright, high pitch voice before puberty and some primeval sense of beauty with the purpose to make adults protect their children until they are old enough to take care of themselves. Lower pitched voice which comes from large, well trained lungs may on the other hand have indicated a formidable and dangerous rivaling alpha male. 28  29  30  31 



Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Wikipedia. Pitch (music).



32  33  34  35 



Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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In tonation “Intonation, in music, is a musician’s realization of pitch accuracy, or the pitch accuracy of a musical instrument.”[36]



Vibr ato & tr e m ol o “Vibrato is a musical effect, produced in singing and on musical instruments by a regular pulsating change of pitch. Vibrato can be characterised by the amount of pitch variation (“depth of vibrato”) and speed with which the pitch is varied (“speed of vibrato”).”[41] Tremolo is a pulsating change of volume, characterized by the amount and speed of volume variation. The two are strictly different effects but in practice it is very hard to achieve one effect without the other and therefore the terms are often used somewhat interchangeably.



U tili z ation We are extremely sensitive to pitch accuracy and sometimes a singer only slightly off pitch can be excruciating to listen to. At the same time an old detuned piano might sound hauntingly beautiful. Though occasionally a small amount of pitch inaccuracy is desirable to add complexity and texture, it generally evocates “negative” feelings, even when appreciated. Micro intonation- how the pitch accuracy changes throughout the duration of a note- has arguably an even bigger influence on our emotional response. Rising micro intonation evocate a sense of happiness whilst falling micro intonation feels very mellow. This is very similar to how we interpret micro intonation in speech. The pitch of the voice tends to rise towards the end of words and sentences when one is trying to sound pleasant and polite e.g. when asking questions. It also tends to go down towards the end of exclamations of sorrow and remorse.



36  37  38  39  40 



U til i z ation Since both vibrato and tremolo usually is synced to some division of the beat of the composition, both effects often underscores the tempo and adds to its intensity. The larger the depth and the faster the speed of tremolo the more intensity it will add, and a note or a chord can become almost percussive if the effect is very strong. The larger the depth and slower the speed of vibrato the more inaccurate we will perceive the pitch to be and thus the more negative feelings it will evocate.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use perfectly accurate pitch, and ascending micro intonation.[37]



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a medium-fast rate of vibrato/tremolo with a medium depth in tremolo and small depth in vibrato.[42]



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) Some amount of overall pitch inaccuracy and flat or extremely rapidly rising micro intonation may help evocate this emotional state.[38]



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a fast rate of vibrato/tremolo with a large depth.[43]



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) Accurate pitch and flat or slowly ascending micro intonation may help evocate this emotional state.[39]



Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a moderate to slow rate of vibrato/ tremolo with a small depth.[44]



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) Some amount of pitch inaccuracy as well as slowly descending micro intonation may help evocate this emotional state.[40]



Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a slow rate of vibrato/tremolo with a large depth in vibrato and small depth in tremolo.[45]



Wikipedia. Intonation (music). Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.



41  42  43  44  45 



Wikipedia. Vibrato. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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Loudn e ss Loudness is the quality of a sound by which you can place it on a scale extending from quiet to loud. Loudness, unlike volume or amplitude is therefore subjective and simply describes whether someone finds a sound to be loud or not.[46] U tili z ation The emotional effects of different levels of loudness is quite simply summarized. The louder we perceive the sound to be the more it will demand our immediate attention and the more intensely we will respond to it and vice versa. The more sudden and dramatic the change in loudness between parts of a composition the more negatively we will respond emotionally since we relate large loudness variability to danger. High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a moderate to high sound level with little sound level variability.[47] High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a very high sound level in general but with large sound level variability.[48] Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a moderate to low sound level with little sound level variability.[49] Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) To evocate this emotional state we may use a moderate to low sound level with moderate sound level variability.[50] 46  47  48  49  50 



Wikipedia. Loudness (music). Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication. Miell. D, MacDonald. R, Hargreaves. D. Musical Communication.
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CO LO R



connotations and preferences, developed through evolution because of different lights frequency effects as well as from knowledge of what colors that signals edibility and based on what colors that we see in places where it is favorable to live etc. But I also believe that those few inherent meanings are both crude as well as trivial in comparison to the influence of completely cultural factors today. So for the sake of being able to be more specific I am using current western cultural color connotations for the majority of this work. Cultural or personal color connotations are no less “true”, they still have the same, or even greater emotional impact, they are just not universal. The arbitrary nature of culturally based perceptions of colors makes it both impossible and irrelevant to try to deduce how and why they have come about. Most of the information below has hence just simply been found and/ or verified by questionnaires. As long as we recognize that these connotations are arbitrary and that people's perceptions hence may vary, even between people from the same place, of similar age etc. we can still work with them and be confident that given a large enough amount of test subjects, they will hold true in western societies. Few of the complex emotional concepts we read into colors are possible to value as strictly positive or negative, thus some level of subjectivity is also present in such a simplified categorization.



Colors correspond to specific frequencies of light reflected back from objects into our eyes. Even as a physical property, color is somewhat subjective since the color we see depends both on the lighting conditions in which we see the object as well as on the properties of the eye that is looking at it. Even the specific shape that the color is applied to effects what color we see to some extent, if the shape has a strong symbolic value. How we then respond emotionally to whatever color our specific eye happens to see in a specific lighting situation, is also largely subjective and most evidence suggest that there is no universal model to explain color connotation. The sensible scientific explanation is that emotional color connotations are simply made from experiencing different emotions whilst at the same time just happen to be subjected to specific colors. While it is clear that color connotations for complex emotions and concepts are mainly subjective, some basic responses to colors has in fact been found to be universal. A study performed by S.M. Newhall in the 1940’s for example showed a universal correlation between color and the perceived warmth/coolness. As expected, the sensation of warmth showed a very strong major mode in orange to red hues whilst coolness was more irregularly perceived in everything from yellow to green, purple and blue.[1] The reason for the variety in colors with associations to coolness can be explained by the fact that all those colors are in the same specific energy range.[2] So it seems that there is at least some perception of color that is unquestionably universal after all. Of course there is some distance from that conclusion to any more complex connections in terms of positive or negative emotional response. However, there has also been research in mice growth under red and blue lights which showed that many bodily functions are affected differently under different light. Both pulse rate, heart action, respiration, nervousness and digestion increased under red light, and decreased under blue light. Mice actually even die eventually from living under red light due to vitamin deficiency. Additionally, blue light has been show to be slightly germicidal only due to its frequency.[3] All this suggests that it is not unthinkable that we would have developed some universal preferences in colors, manifested as emotional connotations, due to the fact that some frequencies of light are good for us, whilst some perhaps can be dangerous.



High intensity/Positive valence (Rapture Emoticon) In general we can use heavily saturated hues, contrasting values and warm color tones to evocate this emotional state. The colors orange and green in particular are fitting to this area of emotion. In a study on how we use colors in language by Bradford J. Hall, orange was found to be the color most commonly perceived as “fun”, whilst green was heavily linked to “security” and “trust”. Neither of them were found to be commonly related to negative feelings.[4] The western cultural connotations of the color orange are mainly positive with references to fire and energy.[5] The western cultural connotations of the color green are mainly positive with references to life and nature.[6]



U t ili z at ion Some color psychologists and “healers” would have you believe in extremely specific meanings of different colors. This, while untrue, has perhaps made us overly sceptic in general about any universal effects of colors at all. I believe that there might be a few universal color



High intensity/Negative valence (Dread Emoticon) In general we can use extremes of dark and light, saturated hues, contrasting values and warm color tones that produce vibrance. The colors red, black and yellow in particular are fitting to this area of emotion. In a study on how we use colors in language by Bradford J. Hall, red was found to be the color most commonly related to speed by an overwhelming margin, followed by yellow. Furthermore, red and black was both found to be very commonly linked to negative feelings of fear and terror.[7] The western cultural connotations of the color yellow are a mix



1  J.Hallock. Color Assignment. 2  F.Birren. Color Psychology and Color Therapy. 3  F.Birren. Color Psychology and Color Therapy.



4  5  6  7 



J. Hall. (2004). Among Cultures: The Challenge of Communications. Wikipedia. Orange (color). Wikipedia. Green (color). J. Hall. (2004). Among Cultures: The Challenge of Communications.
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chapter iii color of positives and negatives, mainly referring to the sun.[8] The western cultural connotations of the color red are mainly negative with references to blood and aggression.[9] The western cultural connotations of the color black are mainly negative with references to fear and death.[10] Low intensity/Positive valence (Repose Emoticon) In general we can use desaturated hues, comparing values and warm color tones. The colors pink, blue and brown in particular are fitting to this area of emotion. In a study on how we use colors in language by Bradford J. Hall, blue was found to be the color most commonly related to “security” and “trust” as well as “bravery”. Furthermore, blue and brown was both found to be commonly linked to the concepts of “reliability” and “dependability”.[11] The color pink was not in the study since it is not a primary color nor very commonly used. It is categorized as belonging to this area of emotion because of the the complete lack of any negative common cultural connotations and for the undramatic nature of its common positive cultural connotations. The western cultural connotations of the color blue are mainly positive with references to nature, the sky and the ocean.[12] The western cultural connotations of the color pink are mainly positive with references to femininity and sex.[13] The western cultural connotations of the color brown are mainly positive with references to nature and the earth.[14] Low intensity/Negative Valence (Despondence Emoticon) In general we can use desaturated hues, comparing values and cold color tones. The colors grey and purple in particular are fitting to this area of emotion. In a study on how we use colors in language by Bradford J. Hall, purple and grey was found to be the colors least commonly related to “speed”. Furthermore, grey was found to be the color least commonly linked to “fun”.[15] The western cultural connotations of the color purple are mixed, with references to mysticism, fantasy and sophistication.[16] The western cultural connotations of the color grey are mixed, with references to boredom, wisdom and mourning.[17]



8  Wikipedia. Yellow (color). 9  Wikipedia. Red (color). 10  Wikipedia. Black (color). 11  Hall. (2004). Among Cultures: The Challenge of Communications. 12  Wikipedia. Blue (color). 13  Wikipedia. Pink (color). 14  Wikipedia. Brown (color). 15  Hall. (2004). Among Cultures: The Challenge of Communications. 16  Wikipedia. Purple (color). 17  Wikipedia. Grey (color).
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chapter iv the emoticons



T H E E M OT I CO N S In the previous chapter we analyzed the basic elements and principles of shapes, objects and music. We then classified different ways of using them into four areas of emotion, based on the resulting emotional valence. From this we have an understanding of the properties a work in any of these media should have to evocate any one of these specific areas of emotion. In this chapter we will go through each of the areas of emotion and look at examples that I have made of illustrations, objects and music, designed with the specific properties that we have found to evocate each one. In other words, the examples in this chapter are purposefully designed to evocate a certain emotional response, corresponding to one particular area of emotion in our model. There are four general areas of emotion which all human emotion can be classified into: strongly/mildly positive and strongly/mildly negative. I have made one illustration, one object and one piece of music for each one. These can be thought of as sort of emotional icons, or “emoticons” for their corresponding areas of emotion. They aim to investigate how knowledge of the emotional valence of the fundamental building blocks of each media can help design works that generate an intentional emotional response. They also examine how one can be consistent in the emotional message one is trying to communicate across different media. The classification of elements and principles based on emotional valence does not amount to a precise recipe on how to design for a certain emotion however. If one follows it too strictly it leads to some contradictions, and ultimately uninspired and lifeless results. Instead I have designed with this classification thoroughly in mind, but with a clear idea and concept of what I wanted to do, weighing the implications of implementing one thing or another against each other in each instance. Simply put I have given myself some artistic freedom to ensure that these examples are interesting also without the theoretical background, whilst still of course communicating the appropriate emotional message. The goal has been to show how this emotional model can inspire, permeate and strengthen projects, not necessarily completely define them.



R A P T U R E E M OT I CO N



D R E A D E M OT I CO N



Hig h inte ns i t y / P os i ti ve va l e nce



Hig h in te ns i t y / N e g ati ve va l e nce



R E P O S E E M OT I CO N



D E S P O N D E N CE E M OT I CO N



L ow intens i t y / P os i ti ve va l e nce



L ow in te ns i t y / N e g ati ve va l e nce



R A P T U R E E M OT I CO N



High in tensi t y / Posi ti ve va l ence



The examples of the high intensity/positive valence area of emotion are called the “rapture” emoticons. Rapture means ecstasy, which describes the whole area quite well. Meanwhile one should keep in mind that this is only one of many emotions in this area. Others are, for example: passion, enthusiasm, exaltation and simply happiness. Instead of only blindly creating works which have the properties I found to evocate these emotions, I also wanted a metaphorical concept from which I could derive a figurative theme for the pieces. I thought a lot about happiness, what it is and when you feel it. Ultimately i came to the conclusion that the strongest sensations of happiness do not come from the absence of anything negative or dangerous, but from prevailing and conquering it. I have decided to use gravity as a metaphor for that struggle, and flight as a symbol for overcoming it. This concept also made sense in relation to the tangible properties the works needed to have to evocate these kinds of emotions. I could imagine the dynamic lines, organic shapes, rising scales and harmonies etc. working naturally within such a theme.
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This is the “rapture” shape emoticon. The illustration has been designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions belonging to the high intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the work in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific illustration. As discussed previously, the theme for the “rapture” emoticons is based on the notion that the greatest ecstasy comes from overcoming dangers and difficulties. In this illustration, a couple of swans battle agains gravity, the ferocious waves and strong winds to take flight. To further emphasize the battle, the swans are also tied to a literal weight which is dragging them down. The key area in this illustration is the focal point which symbolize the exact moment when the first swan overcomes all these obstacles and takes its first wingbeat. It is in this instance of time that the swan breaks free from the shackles keeping it prisoned: this is the moment of victory after the battle, the first taste of liberty, the sweet rapture after succeeding in overcoming any obstacles in your way. This pure sensation of freedom is what encapsulates this area of emotion. I believe that this kind of harshness, showing the struggle and not only the reward, is needed to evocate a strong positive emotional response. It also adds another layer of contrast, which intensifies the composition, to the illustration. There is also a strong figurative contrast in the illustration. For example the dark green underwater stands in contrast to the bright greens of the sea surface and the sky. Also the strong sprinkles of orange in the sun, the weight and where the rope breaks, contrast and vibrate against the bright greens. These three strong focal points also create a natural line for the eye to follow and their asymmetrical placements along the diagonal creates a dynamic visual balance in the composition. Furthermore, the waves of the sea which shrink towards the right side, the striped sky and the trails of bubbles in the water add to the sense of strong movement. The big wave on the left sort of looms over the swans, posing an immediate threat of overwhelming them, which further intensifies the sense of urgency in the illustration, it is “do-or-die" for the swans.



Line Implied lines. Diagonal lines. Dynamic arcs. (See page 25)



Shape Dominating asymmetric, organic shapes and squares. (See page 27)



Space & Relation Golden mean canvas aspect ratio. Little space around elements. Elements extending beyond upper border. (See page 29 & page 38)



Movement Predominant static compositional movement in balance with dynamic movement. Implied perceived movement. (See page 30)



Pattern Evolving patterns. Composed along the diagonal. (See page 32)



Balance & Emphasis Asymmetrical visual balance. (See page 35 & page 43)



Proportion Slightly exaggerated proportions. (See page 37)



Continuity Uninteruppted visual line. (See page 40)



Point Use sparsely. (See page 24)



Rhythm Gradational or progressional rhytm. (See page 44)



Similarity (See page 39)



Texture Warm, rugged, moist and soft textures. (See page 33)



Contrast Extensive use of strong contrast. (See page 42)



Proximity (See page 39)



Unity Dynamic unity with variety. (See page 34)



Closure Not utilized. (See page 41)



Rapture Emoticon Giclee print on 255gsm Somerset Velvet paper 56.7 x 91.9 cm Edition of 50 2010
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This is the “rapture” object emoticon. I have chosen a chair as the “canvas” to work on for all the object emoticons, mainly because it makes comparison easier and because everyone is familiar with those proportions. The rapture emoticon chair is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the high intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the design in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific chair. The object emoticon is very similar to the shape emoticon, both in concept and execution. The overarching theme of exhilaration from overcoming difficulties is the same and gravity/ flight is again being used as metaphors. The body of the chair is actually a very stylized swan, while the legs resemble the sea in the way that it carries it, and flows along the body. The tension in the curved shape of the body and the way it leans over and extends beyond the back legs gives the impression that it could just jump of the legs entirely, like a swan taking off. On the back of the chair there are two intersecting brass rods that symbolize the barrier the body of the “swan” has to break through to take flight. This barrier has the same effect as the weight dragging the swans down in the shape emoticon; it creates a tension between struggle and reward which makes the positive outcome that much more joyous. Extended lines from all four legs as well as the main body all coincide in one point at the tip of the orange cap, which can be seen as the beak of the swan. Since everything points towards it, this is already an extremely strong focal point, with the splash of orange color enhancing it even more. Not only the contrasts in color but also the difference in size and shape of the different parts make the object very dynamic. The way the huge perceived mass of the legs and the softly rounded seat area of the body is balanced by the more visually powerful slim and sharp neck and beak results in a very strong example of asymmetrical visual balance.



Surface continuity Curvature continuity in one or two direction and tangential continuity in the other. (See page 47)



Unity Visual unity is present. All elements share enough properties, and relate to eachother so that the object is pervceived as a whole. (See page 34)



Balance & Emphasis Asymmetrical visual balance. One Dominating focal point balance by weaker ones. (See page 35 & page 43)



Space & Relation little negative space with clear relation to positive space. (See page 29 & page 38)



Contrast Strongly contrasting shapes. (See page 42)



Continuity Uninterupted visual line, visual continuity. (See page 40)



Shape Overall Asymmetrical and organic shape (See page 27)



Proportion Slightly understated proportions (See page 37) Texture Warm, rugged, moist and soft textures. (See page 33)



Rapture Emoticon, 2010
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On the opposite page is a picture of the waveform of the “rapture” music emoticon. You can find the music file on the attached usb stick, or listen to it on www.kallbrand.se. The rapture music emoticon is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the high intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important musical properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the music in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific song. The piano is really the centre of this song. Even if it does not constitute the most prominent instrument it still drives the composition forward and sets the tone- with its bright timbre and consonant chords- in such a way that it becomes the backbone of the music. A soft string section transposed one octave higher also comes in at certain points to add richness to the chords, and staccato strings together with a brass section and a xylophone add some extra bounce in the break. The drums and percussion are both rhythmic and pronounced with lots of texture and rolls etc. to create a very lively and energetic beat that goes from being loose and “peppy”, to powerful and direct towards the climactic end. Two electric guitars, which sit up front in the mix, clearly accentuated, plays the melodic parts. All the instrumentation is made very crisp and clear, with just a subtle reverb to avoid introducing any weird overtones or other properties unfitting for evocating this emotional area. Only the the guitars are a bit rough and distorted. On top of the musical backdrop of the other instruments however, the distortion of the guitars added so much presence and power to them that I felt that it was beneficial to have them that way. All instruments, including the base, often plays the same notes and melody to create a strong sense of unison which greatly adds to the momentum and force of the piece. The entire song is in a quite high pitch and the chord progression as well as all melodies are ascending, to create that feeling of upwards motion. The overall composition also aim to create this feeling of fast, powerful progression by continuously building and releasing tension.



Rapture Emoticon, 16-bit, 44100hz



Tempo Fast tempo with little tempo variability. (See page 52)



Articulation Staccato, variable, fast tone attack. (See page 56)



Intonation Accurate, ascending. (See page 60)



Timing/syncopation Small timing variability. (See page 53)



Timbre Bright timre (e.g. flute, metallic & piano). (See page 57)



Vibrato & tremolo Medium fast rate, medium depth. (See page 61)



Intervals & harmony Simple harmony, consonance. (See page 54)



Pitch High, variable, small range, ascending. (See page 58)



Loudness High level, little variability. (See page 62)



D R E A D E M OT I CO N



High in tensi t y / N egati ve va l ence



The examples of the high intensity/negative valence area of emotion are called the “dread” emoticons. Dread means fear, but terror, anger and hate also describe this area well. I wanted a metaphorical concept which grasped this emotional state, from which I could derive a figurative theme for the pieces. When thinking of these negative feelings I concluded that the strongest feelings of fear and hate come from being helpless. More often than not it is all in life that lie outside your area of control - things you really cannot do anything about – which aggravate you the most. In trying to evocate this feeling of dread I have used the concept of having to succumb against your will to a far greater force, to be bullied by a tyrant, as a metaphor. This concept also makes sense in relation to the tangible properties the works need to have to evocate these kinds of emotions. The heavy sharp angled lines and strong geometrical shapes, the extreme contrasts in e.g. sizes, hues and pitch etc. could naturally work within the theme to express this vulnerability to an overwhelming power.
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This is the “dread” shape emoticon. The illustration has been designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the high intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the work in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific illustration. As you can see there is a very heavily distorted perspective in this illustration, the resulting “fish-eye” effect adds intensity by making the motif seem very close, almost placing the viewer in the scene. It also naturally creates a progressive pattern where shapes grow along the perspective lines, which adds dynamism and motion to the composition. There is a very strong diagonal with an extremely strong point of emphasis on the person in the bottom right corner, only slightly balance by the horizon where the clouds originate. Since the triangle is a shape that is particularly pertaining to this emotional shape it has been used a lot. The whole composition is basically designed around it, from the triangular shape of the heads of the mob, their shoes, handkerchiefs and symbolic lightning daggers, to the triangular formation of clouds and the way the shoes of the mob form a triangle around the victim. The bold, heavy linework both enhance the contrast and strengthen the sense of movement in the composition. Notice how the victim is dressed similarly to the mob, which symbolize that he has once been part of the mob himself, which also adds feelings of self hatred for participating, now that they have turned on him. By using triangles instead of faces, the mob is dehumanized and portrayed as a homogenic mass rather than a group of individuals. This symbolizes the feeling of lack of individual responsibility and the powerful negative dynamics than can arise in groups as a result. The victim here is completely helpless, he is going to fall to the relentless mob and he is filled both with selfhatred - for once having participated in the mob - and hatred towards his suppressors.



Line Dominating vertical and diagonal lines. Strong actual lines. Pointed, sharp angled lines. (See page 25)



Shape Emphasis on geometrical shapes, triangles in particular. Shapes rotated away from axes. (See page 27)



Space & Relation Little space around elements. Elements extending beyond the vertical borders. 1:2 canvas aspect ratio. (See page 29 & page 38)



Movement Static compositional movement. Implied perceived movement. (See page 30)



Pattern Extreme and distorted perspective may be used to create evolving patterning. (See page 32)



Balance & Emphasis Broken assymetrical balance. A single focal point completely dominating the composition. (See page 35 & page 43)



Proportion Heavily exaggerated proportions. Extreme close-up. “Fisheye” effect. (See page 37)



Continuity Uninterupted visual line. (See page 40)



Point Use sparsely. (See page 24)



Rhythm Gradational or progressional rhythm. (See page 44)



Similarity (See page 39)



Texture Cold, wet, hard and smooth textures. (See page 33)



Contrast Extensive use of extreme contrast. (See page 42)



Proximity (See page 39)



Unity Dynamic unity with variety. (See page 34)



Closure Not utilized. (See page 41)
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This is the “dread” object emoticon. The dread emoticon chair is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the high intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the design in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific chair. The triangle is the basis for this chair, but of course in its three dimensional counterpart, the prism. This huge black, chromed prism plays the part of the bullying mob in the dread shape emoticon, namely as a symbol for a relentless, unstoppable negative force. The contrast in shape between this prism and the soft shape of the half sphere that it pushes down on is very apparent, and creates huge tension and dynamism in the piece. The red top of the half sphere, here symbolizing the “victim” which has to give in to a bullying force, is actually literally being squashed down under the tip of the prism. This part is also what holds the prism in place on the stand. Note the positional surface continuity of the prism i.e. the extremely sharp corners and how focused, powerful and utilitarian they make it seem in comparison with the spherical stand. You can also see that the bottom part of the prism is creased to create additional vertical lines to emphasize the downwards force. The top part of the half sphere with its accentuating bright red color is the point where all these lines coincide. This makes it an extremely strong focal point, which creates an asymmetric visual balance in relation to the perceived enormous mass of the prism. Another aspect of the design is that one might feel a bit guilty when seated in the chair since you are then taking part in squashing the helpless victim, by adding to the downward force.



Surface continuity Positional continuity in all directions. (See page 47)



Unity Visual unity is present. Top part is intentionally given a part that feels completely separate on which it can put its force on. (See page 34)



Balance & Emphasis Approximate asymmetrical visual balance. One dominating focal point balanced by weaker ones. (See page 35 & page 43)



Space & Relation Very little negative space (See page 29 & page 38)



Contrast Extremely contrasting shapes. (See page 42)



Continuity Uninterupted visual line, visual continuity. (See page 40)



Shape Overall Asymmetrical geometrical shape. triangle in particular (See page 27) Proportion Heavily exxagerated proportions (See page 37) Texture Cold, wet, hard or smooth texture (See page 33)



Dread Emoticon, 2010
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On the opposite page is a picture of the waveform of the “dread” music emoticon. You can find the music file on the attached usb stick, or listen to it on www.kallbrand.se. The dread music emoticon is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the high intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important musical properties of the composition are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the music in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific song. A bright, metallic sounding piano contrasted by deep, dark and ominous strings set the tone for this composition. A distorted, fat base which is filled out even more by a brass section at times, and an icy harpsichord also add to the contrast between bright and high v.s. dark and low pitched sounds. The melodies and chords themselves also span a large pitch range and jump large tonal distances abruptly and unpredictably to shock and intimidate. These very harsh contrasts add tension, intensity and dynamics to the song. All the instruments are individually pitched a few cents off so that they sound slightly disharmonious and out of tune when playing together. Additionally, all sounds are heavily distorted and fed through various filters to introduce a lot of overtones and artifacts into the mix which gives the instruments an artificial, raw feel. There is no slowly building intro, instead the song attacks you full on right from the start and refuses to give you a chance to catch your breath throughout its duration. The repetitiveness of the chord progression and melody while the song keeps marching on help communicate how relentlessly it is moving forward, symbolizing this dreadful, unstoppable force you have against you. The drums play an extremely energetic yet strict and direct beat. The individual drum and percussive sounds are especially pronounced to emphasize the fast pace of the song. Both the instrumental and percussive sounds start and end very abruptly i.e. have fast tone attacks and little delay, which instils them with a sense of purpose and urgency. This also makes the entire song feel very jerky, like a series of rapid punches, rather than a fluid progression. A lot of heavy compression is also used, both on individual instruments and on the final mix, which gives even the fainter sounds a lot of punch when there is room for them in the mix.



Dread Emoticon, 16-bit, 44100hz



Tempo Very fast, moderate variability, Accelerando. (See page 52)



Articulation Staccato, little variability, fast attack. (See page 56)



Intonation inaccurate, flat or extremely rapidly rising. (See page 60)



Timing/syncopation Small timing variability. (See page 53)



Timbre Sharp timbre (e.g. string & some brasses) (See page 57)



Vibrato & tremolo Fast rate, large depth. (See page 61)



Intervals & harmony Emphasis on dissonant notes & chords. (See page 54)



Pitch Very high, variable, wide range. (See page 58)



Loudness Very high sound level, large variability. (See page 62)



R E P O S E E M OT I CO N



L ow in tensi t y / Posi ti ve va l ence



The examples of the low intensity/positive valence area of emotion are called the “repose” emoticons. Repose means tranquility and is one of the feelings that describes this area of emotion well. Serenity, peacefulness and relaxation are others. It is apparent that these feelings are all especially strongly linked to the physical body and its sleep state in particular, so I decided to use both the human body and dreaming as the figurative theme for the pieces. This concept also make sense in relation to the tangible properties the works need to have to evocate these kinds of emotions. The soft shallow curves and smooth gradients would work well in portraying human, organic shapes and objects, and the intricacy and detail needed could make for lush, dreamy motifs etc.
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This is the “repose” shape emoticon. The illustration has been designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the work in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific illustration. The theme for this piece is sleep, dreams and the human body. This illustration is both complex and simple at the same time. The strong symmetry and the strict conformation of all elements to an underlying pattern as well as the extremely strong, central focal point makes the overall layout very static and simplistic. But still, even at first glance, you cannot help noticing the extreme amount of detail in the image, which stops you from immediately grasping it. The goal was to create a very easy, fluid path for the eye to follow, but force you to slow your way through the composition by introducing all this detail along the way. The need for detail gave room for a myriad of peculiar symbols which contributes to the dreamy aspect of the theme by amounting to a completely absurd motif that could only be a scene from a dream. First there are these nine sleeping cherubs holding hands, almost melting in the pool. Their ageless and sexless appearance signifying the stand still of time and the insignificance of the sexes in their love for one another. Them being in water symbolizes their weightlessness and that they are free from the burden of gravity. The scrambled directions on the compass on top of the fountain, the hourglasses and the two ghostly figures sitting on them, playing a lullaby for the cherubs as well as the needles and thread in the ceiling painting, all symbolize the dissolution of time and space in this dreamworld. In fact, it is not really a dreamworld, but more of a nirvana. In this temple, accompanied by the angels, the people in the pool are waiting, beyond time and space, to be reborn. There are many more blatant symbols along the same lines in the illustration. Due to the amount of detail I will not be able to discuss all the implications of the different symbols present; instead it is up to the beholder to discover the symbols and decode their meaning. The illustration is meant to represent a state of perfect rest, without earthly worries and issues. On a more tangible level, you can see that the circle is the most prominently used element in the composition and is both used as a structuring and visible element throughout. The large vignette serves to distance the viewer from the motif, making it less intense. The shallow soft curves of the borders of the ceiling and pool, the creasing sand dunes and of course the cherubs, all relate to the shape of the human body. Notice how approximate radial symmetry has been utilized, every element is balanced out by a similar, but not always identical element on the opposite side of the centre point. The cherubs, while not identical, balance each other vertically, and horizontally they are balanced by the angels in the ceiling painting etc.



Line Dominating horizontal line in combination with vertical lines. Implied lines. Soft shallow curves. (See page 25)



Shape Organic symmetrical shapes. Circles in particular. (See page 27)



Space & Relation Perfectly centered shapes. Framed borders. Large vignette. Golden mean canvas aspect ratio. (See page 29 & page 38)



Movement Dynamic compositional movement. (See page 30)



Pattern Extensive use of underlying static pattern such as a grid. (See page 32)



Balance & Emphasis Perfect symmetrical visual balance. One dominating focal point balanced with weaker ones. (See page 35 & page 43)



Point Use with moderation. (See page 24)



Rhythm Static rhythm through patterning. (See page 44)



Proportion Proportions in line with human. (See page 37)



Texture Warm, rugged, moist and soft textures. (See page 33)



Contrast Very low contrast. (See page 42)



Similarity (See page 39)



Unity Very strong static unity. (See page 34)



Closure Can be utilized. (See page 41)



Proximity (See page 39)



Continuity Continuos but intricate visual line. (See page 40)
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This is the “repose” object emoticon. The repose emoticon chair is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the design in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific chair. The human body, sleep and dreams make up the figurative theme for all the repose emoticons. Here you can see the repose chair which is basically one big foam filled form, wrapped in textile. The form curls in on itself at the sides where a supporting metal tube frame on the inside exits, and becomes a stand on the backside. Despite being two different parts, the body and the stand is largely unified by the way they are folded into one another. The way the chair is actually made, how the textile cover becomes a “skin” for the foam “flesh” and metal “skeleton” reminds of the human body, both in concept and in the properties of the forms produced by the technique. The circle and sphere were also major inspirations for the chair and you can see how the smooth transitions between the circular, donut like forms of the sides into the spherical centre of the seat, make for an overall design which enhances this human quality further. Also note how this transition creates a happy, smiley face on the frontside. The fleshy pink and icy light blue colors of the textile and frame, symbolizing skin and bone, also help strengthen the link to the human body. The spongy feel of the material and how the seat embrace and hugs you makes sitting in the chair feel almost like diving down into a protective, warm uterus for you to fall asleep in.



Surface continuity Curvature continuity in all directions. (See page 47)



Unity very strong Visual unity is present. Everything is litteraly one huge part. Everything blends very softly in to eachother. (See page 34)



Balance & Emphasis Symmetrical visual balance. One extremely dominating point of focus. (See page 35 & page 43)



Space & Relation Little negative space, with a clear relation to positive space. (See page 29 & page 38)



Contrast No contrasting shapes. (See page 42)



Continuity Uninterupted but intricate visual line, visual continuity. (See page 40)



Shape Overall Symmetrical organic shape. Circle in particular (See page 27) Proportion In line with human (See page 37) Texture Warm, rugged, moist and soft textures. (See page 33)



Repose Emoticon, 2010
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On the opposite page is a picture of the waveform of the “repose” music emoticon. You can find the music file on the attached usb stick, or listen to it on www.kallbrand.se. The repose music emoticon is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/positive valence area of emotion. The most important musical properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the music in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific song. Since sleep, dreams and the human body constitute the theme for the repose emoticons, many of the sounds in this song are actually based on recordings of sounds from my own body. I recorded my breath and heartbeat while resting and used those recordings in the song, not only as they were, but also to model and control different synths and effects from. You can for example hear the synth modeled from my heartbeat very clearly in the outro of the song. In this case the sound of the original recording of my heart is mixed with that of a synth which is controlled by the same sound. This technique, which allows for a synthesizer to be controlled by any sound source and not only a keyboard is called vocoding, and it is used extensively in this song. The rest of the instruments as well as the percussive elements all have their origin in recorded analogue sounds as well. The kick and snare is a recording of me walking in a set of stairs, the tambourine is my keychain and so on. Additionally, a lot of different sounds and textures originally come from recordings of me playing around in different ways in water. There is even a recording of the opening of a coke bottle, which accounts for the fizzling background noise. The purpose of basing everything on “real”, analogue sounds is to give the soundscape an organic, natural and humane feel which makes it easy to relate to, which in turn makes it less arousing. The entire mix is also completely drenched in huge, airy reverbs which puts a lot of distance between the listener and the source of the sounds, to further lessen the intensity of the song. Besides the tambourine which rattles around in a higher frequency, the entire mix is in the low to medium frequency range. This dull, muted effect is done to create the sense that you are listening to the song under water, or from the perspective of a baby inside the womb. The slow tone attacks and long decays of the individual sounds and notes make the song ebb and flow gently in a repetitive, fluid progression. A simplistic, consonant harmony of chords and melodies also help ensure an easy, uneventful and pleasant listening.



Repose Emoticon, 16-bit, 44100hz



Tempo Very slow tempo, small tempo variability. (See page 52)



Articulation Legato, little variability, slow attack. (See page 56)



Intonation Accurate, flat or slowly ascending. (See page 60)



Timing/syncopation Moderate timing variability. (See page 53)



Timbre Vibrato & tremolo soft timbre (e.g. some flutes & woodwinds) Moderate/slow rate, small depth. (See page 57) (See page 61)



Intervals & harmony Emphasis on consonant notes & chords. (See page 54)



Pitch Low, little variability, narrow range. (See page 58)



Loudness Moderate/low sound level, little variability. (See page 62)



D E S P O N D E N CE E M OT I CO N L ow in tensi t y / N egati ve va l ence



The examples of the low intensity/negative valence area of emotion are called the “despondence” emoticons. Despondent is the same as sad. Depressed, gloomy and heavy-hearted are other adjectifs which can be used to describe this state of mind. When thinking of a theme that could help communicate these feelings I felt that death, and in particular the death of someone you love, would be the clearest and most interesting. Also, because death is surrounded by so many already established symbols and acts of symbolism with suitable emotional valence, there was a lot to use as inspiration for the motif with such a theme. The concept of death also made sense in relation to the tangible properties the works needed to have to evocate this area of emotion. For example, the distorted, asymmetric and crackled properties of the object emoticon brings dead, rotting vegetation to mind. In the same way, the crumpled up geometrical shapes and the scribbly, thin lines of the shape emoticon can be thought of as dead versions of straight, rectilinear originals.
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SHAPE



Sum m a ry



This is the “despondence” shape emoticon. The illustration has been designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the work in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific illustration. It is quite hard to see anything at all in this illustration at a quick glance. The muted, complimentary hues and the thin line work make for a very bland first impression. Also notice how the blotchy and speckled canvas impairs readability even more. This is of course one of the main points, i.e. to evocate a mildly negative emotional response. To lessen the intensity of the motif even more, it is seemingly pushed far back into the canvas by three skewed, oval like gates. The inward perspective these outlining gates create functions sort of like a barrier that separates you from the world inside the image. Even if you make the effort to look closer, the disorganized composition, scribbly lines, approximate patterning and just the sheer amount of detail, is still going to obstruct readability. Eventually, the story of a young girl who has lost her father is revealed. Or is it perhaps her husband? Either way, she is absolutely devastated and overcome by grief. The wolves in her hair symbolize her sadness, regrets and feelings of guilt whilst the act of cutting the hair means that she is trying to leave it all behind her. It is not working though, so she keeps cutting it, filling the entire forest with hair that just keeps on growing back, just like her grief keeps coming back. The bare tree branches of the forest and the rainy weather brings fall to mind, which in itself also is a symbol of death and decay. You may notice how the girl is wearing way to big shoes, which just signifies how little, alone and helpless she feels. More tangible things to point out include the consistent use of ovals throughout, e.g. in the “gates” previously mentioned, the eyes of the wolves and the holes in the trees etc. The distorted and varying proportions, particularly apparent in the body of the girl and the faces of the wolves as well as the extensive use of negative space in general, are other properties that greatly effect the composition.



Line Deep, rough and jagged actual lines. (See page 25)



Shape Skewed shapes. Ovals in particular (See page 27)



Space & Relation Completely contained motif. A lot of negative space. 1:2 canvas aspect ratio. (See page 29 & page 38)



Movement A Balance between static and dynamic compositional movement. (See page 30)



Pattern No patterning. All Elements individually placed and aligned. (See page 32)



Balance & Emphasis No Visual balance. A myriad of quasi focal points. (See page 35 & page 43)



Proportion Varying and heavily distorted proportions. (See page 37)



Continuity Disrupted visual line. (See page 40)



Point Use excessively. (See page 24)



Rhythm Complete absence of rhythm. (See page 44)



Similarity (See page 39)



Texture Cold, wet, hard and smooth textures. (See page 33)



Contrast Extremely low contrast. (See page 42)



Proximity (See page 39)



Unity No visual unity. (See page 34)



Closure Can be utilized. (See page 41)



Despondence Emoticon Giclee print on 255gsm Somerset Velvet paper 90.6 x 42.4 cm Edition of 50 2010



Despondence Emoticon Giclee print on 255gsm Somerset Velvet paper 90.6 x 42.4 cm Edition of 50 2010
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O B J ECT
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This is the “despondence” object emoticon. The despondence emoticon chair is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important tangible properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the design in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific chair. The despondence emoticon chair is designed to be 3D printed in a composite plastic resin which is then cured into one solid piece. This allows for very complex organic surfaces with fluid surface continuity in all directions whilst at the same time enabling a rough, crackled texture to be physically modeled right into the form. While the specific design of the chair is nothing ordinary, the basic arrangement, the four legs, support brackets and the somewhat ordinary seat, resemble that of an archetypal chair. This distortion of familiar elements is done to make it look like a decomposed, dying version of what once was an ordinary rectilinear chair. To further emphasize this, the seat sags and droops like a withered flower and both the shriveled up texture of the entire surface and the gnarly forms of the legs, resembles that of dead tree trunks. Also notice the large amount of complex negative space without any clear relation to the positive form created by the bent legs, brackets and holes, and how it confuses the eye and breaks up the visual continuity. The oval shape in particular is an inspiration for this chair and you can see how it is skewed and bent to form the seat and the holes in the chair. The overall shape becomes very visually unbalanced because of the lack of a unified direction in the parts and by their differences in thickness and weight. Since the seat is leaning forward, you are always about to slip off, which naturally makes sitting in the chair feel quite discomfortable. This imbalance symbolize an unsettled emotional state.



Surface continuity Curvature continuity in all directions. (See page 47)



Unity No visual unity (See page 34)



Balance & Emphasis No visual balance. myriad of quasi focal points (See page 35 & page 43)



Space & Relation Extensive amounts of negative space with no relation to positive space. (See page 29 & page 38)



Continuity No visual continuity (See page 40)



Shape Overal shape likening skewed and rotated geometrical shapes. ovals in particular (See page 27)



Proportion Cold, wet, hard or smooth texture (See page 37) Texture Warm, rugged, moist and soft textures. (See page 33) Contrast No contrasting shapes. (See page 42)



Despondence Emoticon, 2010
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Front 3/4 view
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Back 3/4 view
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MUSIC
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On the opposite page is a picture of the waveform of the “despondence” music emoticon. You can find the music file on the attached usb stick, or listen to it on www.kallbrand.se. The despondence music emoticon is designed to have the properties found to evocate emotions pertaining to the low intensity/negative valence area of emotion. The most important musical properties are summarized on the opposite page, for a full description and discussion on their usage, see the associated page numbers. Here I will instead try to describe the thought process behind the music in a less formal way, referring directly to the specific song. In the intro of this song you can clearly hear wolves howling and church bells ringing while a heavy rain is falling. These are the same symbols of sadness, solitude and death that is used in the motif of the despondence shape emoticon. There we can see a little girl crying in the rain over her dead father, surrounded by wolves etc. and in this song we can hear the same story unfold. A detuned old piano then becomes the foundation for the song once it picks up after the long, slowly winding intro. It plays a disheartening, descending progression of adjacent chords, with an emphasis on the most dissonant intervals. The piano is accompanied by a bleak, formant choir pad. The choir sounds very artificial and strained. This is because it is actually a recording of just one note (badly sung by yours truly) which has been transposed across the whole scale to form chords. This is of course different from a “real” choir which would actually sing all the notes of a chord differently, but this way the voices sound extremely unnatural. A single, harsh cello also comes in at one point to play a repetitive little melody slightly out of sync, only to give up and leave again a few moments later. The rest of the instrumentation is drowned in reverbs, which creates a huge space between the listener and the source of the sound, but the cello is more up front. This in conjunction with its sharp sound make it cut through the mix in a very squeaky and unpleasant way. The drums play a monotone, disjointed beat with large pauses and timing variations which gives the song little forward momentum. In the break you can hear how the breaking of a glass takes the place of the snare drum, another blatant symbol for irreversible loss. The entire composition is purposefully uneventful and monotonous for the majority of its duration, but with a more dramatic ending. The short burst of energy towards the end symbolize one final ditch effort to shake of the sadness that plague the song, but ultimately it fails and the song loses momentum while that energy just dwindles away in the ritardando.



Despondence Emoticon, 16-bit, 44100hz



Tempo Slow tempo with large tempo variability. (See page 52)



Articulation Legato, little variability, slow attack. (See page 56)



Intonation Inaccurate, slowly descending. (See page 60)



Timing/syncopation Large timing variability. (See page 53)



Timbre Dull timbre (e.g. some flutes & organs) (See page 57)



Vibrato & tremolo Slow rate, large depth. (See page 61)



Intervals & harmony Emphasis on dissonant notes & chords. (See page 54)



Pitch Low, very narrow range, descending. (See page 58)



Loudness Moderate/low level, moderate variability. (See page 62)
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chapter v analysis



A N A LY S I S There is a lot to discuss and question about this work. First off, is it interesting? Is it really worth anything to look at art in such a structured, mechanical way. Does it not make you completely miss all the subtleties and complex concepts which makes something beautiful? Obviously I believe that the approach taken in this work is essential and on the contrary I think that a deeper understanding of exactly why something effects you the way it does can make you appreciate it so much more. On a different note, the research is not very discriminating and a lot of sources are from the web, which may or may not effect their credibility. In defense of this, I have reasoned around everything myself and not blindly taken anything for a fact, which actually in turn leads to the next potential problem. Namely that since some parts of this work is based on my own speculations and experiments, there is an obvious risk that I have been subjective in my conclusions. On the other hand I think that some degree of subjectivity only make the work more interesting and I am being very clear that what I am presenting is not the absolute, unquestionable truth, but rather is to be used as inspiration. What I am presenting is my conclusions on the subject, and how I have used them to create my example works. Another thing that may have lead to discrepancies is that I have given myself some amount of artistic freedom i.e. I have also wanted to create something interesting in my example works, not only explain myself in the simplest way possible. A more accurate example would be much less of an art piece and more of a school book example. I am however open with this and I have made no attempt at hiding the fact that the more accurate description of the emotional valence of the different properties is in the theoretical discussion, not in the example works. That I am mainly trained as a designer means that I am not particularly skilled at working in the other media, especially not with music. This obviously limits my capability of explaining emotions in music, with actual music. I do not believe that a skilled musician would argue with many of my conclusions about the valence of different properties of music, but he would likely be better at mechanically demonstrating many of the findings.



CO N CLU S I O N CHAPTER VI
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R E S E A RC H Q U E ST I O N



S U G G E ST I O N F O R F U RT H E R R E S E A RC H



In the beginning of this work I asked the question whether you can have a solid logical and objective basis for design decisions concerning properties such as color, form and tempo etc. which at first glance may seem entirely subjective. Now it should be clear that the answer to the question is yes. I believe that this work successfully presents guidelines on how to use properties in different media to communicate a purposeful emotional response to an audience, user or viewer. There are no “new” major findings presented in the work. I believe that anyone who is productive and skilled in any of the fields of music, art or design knows most of what is discussed here already on some level. Emotions in art and music have been thoroughly researched before but converting and applying some of that old knowledge to three dimensional forms is novel to some extent, since not much has been written about the emotional valence of properties in that media.



All the conclusions I have reached about the valence of different properties has not been confirmed by studies, and so either validating or dismissing these would obviously help take the work forward. It would of course also be interesting to incorporate more media into the work. To research and try and classify the properties of film for example in a similar way that I have done with objects, shapes and music would add yet another dimension to the work. Looking deeper at how the complex emotional interplay between media functions, exactly how e.g. music can be used to complement objects would also be interesting. In my work the different examples in each media are separate entities joined by their shared emotional valence, but I would also like to examine works that are designed from the ground up to exist as one piece in multiple medias.



Comparisons and links in between the different media is another previously largely overlooked aspect brought to attention by this project. The real novelty of the work however is simply in compiling all this information, presenting it in a comprehensive way and accrediting it as something that you can actually base decisions on.



It was a lot easier to find information and studies on the emotional valence of different properties in art and music than in objects and I believe that the design field would benefit greatly from more studies on how we perceive different forms etc.
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D I S CU S S I O N



proach might simply spawn something that otherwise would not be. I am not trying to present a complete emotional dictionary. This project may hopefully help harmonizing one's own perceptions with research and that of others when one is to wrapped up in a project.



In this work I have been studying the properties of music, shapes and objects to uncover how specific emotions can be evocated and to discover areas of intersection between the different media. I have been interested in seeing how it is possible to say the same thing in these different languages. This of course is nothing new. Designers, musicians, illustrators, marketers and video artists alike obviously all think about how their creations affect people on more than one level. That inspiration can come from any media and be translated and manifested into another is also something we see as very natural. How the translation and transposition of these emotions across media emerge however, is seen as something mystical and highly subjective. In this work I am entertaining the possibility that the process may be very straight forward and quite universal and that the mystification comes from not taking the seemingly mundane connections seriously. For most tasks I believe that the process is in fact so simple that it is carried out subconsciously and there might not even be any real practical point in bringing it to the surface most times. Casually listening to a song, drawing what you see with your inner eye e.g. may very well make for as good a translation, or at least equally “true”, as analyzing the song structure, chord progression etc. before translating it into specific penmanship and motif etc. The main probem when working that way is that you will have a hard time trying to evaluate what you have done or even explain how you were thinking, since the entire process has been subconscious. The reason that your highly subjective interpretation probably in many cases is very close to the results of a more objective, analytic approach, is of course that all emotions are biological or cultural and in fact not as subjective as we might think. When it does get complicated, it is because of culture and habit. When prior knowledge and/or motivation to deliberate are high, people are more likely to rely on their knowledge and conscious appraisals and ignore unconscious affective cues.[1] I would say that the persons trying to design a product that costs millions to produce are likely to have both a high motivation to deliberate and a lot of prior knowledge of the product, which is way they may have a hard time distancing themselves enough to be able to think about the emotional aspects of it. This also means that both you and your audience might make different interpretations of something depending on what your current emotional state is when approaching it. The point here is to explain why there can never be a guideline for creating complete consensus in the translation and expression of emotional valance in any media, because there will never be consensus regarding what emotional value something holds in the first place. Because of this my reasoning regarding emotions in art, design and music is to be used as a source of inspiration only, with the hope that such an ap1  Van Gorp.T. (2006). The Influence of Emotional Affect. http://www.affectivedesign.org/archives/30. 09-02-22.



Ultimately anyone can think what they want about the approach taken in this project. My aim has been to show that there is much more to design than what may be obvious at a first glance. The way we perceive a song, an object or an image is not as arbitrary and subjective as many may think. Even if somewhat ambiguous, the link between a specific emotion - a state of the mind - and the qualities and features of a design is evident and affects us far more than we realize. As a result, I would like to encourage designers to come up with better reasons to why they design something in a specific way, than just referring to other products on a moodboard as a source of inspiration. We do not associate the color red with speed just because a Ferrari is red, just as a piece of music is not sad just because the lyrics is melancholic. Thus, in the same way as we have verbal languages as well as body languages, we have the subtle and complex languages of design, art and music. Hopefully this work has explained and shed light on some of the different parameters affecting the way we perceive a specific design.
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